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‘It’s Time the Old Rulebook Was Rewritten’: Artist Marianna Simnett on the Virtues of Shocking Imagery and Difficult Art

Simnett says artists need to stick to their guns and insist on radicality.
Kate Brown (https://news.artnet.com/about/kate-brown-671), January 11, 2021

Marianna Simnett, The Needle and the Lar ynx (2016). Cour tesy the ar tist and Serpentine Galleries, London.

The artist, who works without a galler y by choice, has created a hybrid model to keep her studio operational: her
web shop, which she launched to get through the pandemic, floated her while she opened a solo show at the
Institute of Modern Art in Brisbane. This year, she will be a part of group s hows at the Kunstverein in Bonn, the
Julia Stoschek Collection in Berlin, and the British Art Show 9, as well as a commission for Castello di Rivoli in
Turin.
Just as her work does not provide easy-watching, it is not exactly easy to define it, either. She plays the flute and
Marianna Simnett Worst Gift (video still, 2017). Courtesy the artist and Matt's Gallery.

paints delicate water-colors of creatures. She sings. She writes, scores, shoots, and edits her surrealistic films,
among other creative undertakings.

Five years ago, Marianna Simnett was sitting in a doctor’s office with a syringe an inch away from her throat. A

Simnett moved to Berlin in October after a period of nomadism between a handful of places that included London,

surgeon was about to insert a dose of Botox into her neck to lower her voice—a painful procedure, she told me in

rural England, and Australia. Despite her reluctance to pin down a home, it’s been a surprisingly positive

her Berlin studio last month, that would affect her speech for about three months as part of an artwork titled The

experience. She quickly found a studio and learnt German which, she says, gets her through the German

Needle and the Lar ynx (2016).

bureaucracy—and anyway, she is happy not to live in a metrop olis like London. It’s a “sinkhole,” she said. “We

“I was prepared for permanent surgery, but, thankfully, the surgeon came up with a temporar y solution,” she told

need to stop seeing these monopolizing cities as a paradise or something to aspire to.”

me.
In an art world that often cordons off offensive subject matter, Simnett’s work—which has involved masochism,
surgeries to orifices, narratives of child murder, animal death, and reanimated roadkill—is a bit dangerous. And for
that reason, it can strike themes that are deeply human.

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/marianna-simnett-profile-1935473
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Her mother immigrated to the UK from former Yugoslavia, which suffered a violent breakup through the 1990s and
into the 2000s. “My family stor y on that side is riddled with war,” she said. Her family’s attempt to escape Europe
through France at the onset of the Second World War resulted in capture. Their wealth was liquidated and most of
them were murdered, but her Jewish-Croatian grandfather sur vive d after he fainted while being shot at by a firing
squad, waking up to find the other prisoner dead. He bit his arm to check that he was still alive, Simnett said.

Marianna SimnettBlood In My Milk(2018). Exhibition at New Museum. Photo: Maris Hutchinson. EPW Studio.

Peripheries
Simnett is loathe to refer to her nationality by her British passport, especially given that she is half Croatian. In
Tito’s Dog, a video made last year during lockdown, Simnett moves back and forth between Croatian and English
while applying heavy makeup to make her look like a dog; it s eems harder and harder to breathe beneath the
cosmetics as she speaks from the viewpoint of former Yugoslavian president Josip Broz Tito’s canine pet. She tells
the story of how the dog leapt to save his master, taking the fatal shrapnel from a bomb. An attempt to dissolve
borders is at the core of her work. Now, living in Berlin, she told me she could begin to incorporate German culture
into her prac tice.
“I want to dismantle this idea of Western European centrism, that English is the given spoken language.” she said.
“I want to accept and promote more vulnerable ways of speaking and being understood.”

Marianna Simnett Faint with Light (2016). Installation view at Copenhagen Contemporar y, Copenhagen, 2019. Cour tesy the ar tist.
Photo: Anders Sune Berg.

The artist interpreted his sur vival stor y with Faint With Light, an installation that will be on view at Julia Stoschek
in Februar y as part of “A Fire in My Belly,” a group show focused on acts of violence. In the work, strobe lights
pulsate rhythmical ly while audio plays—viewers can hear Simnett hyper ventilating before her head hits the
ground.
“My family doesn’t dwell on death and violence, not as much as I do. They say it in a whisper. They describe it like
a shopping list. My grandfather wasn’t always ver y nice, but he didn’t have nice things done to him. It’s hard to
love if nobody ever teaches you how to love.”
She wonders if her recurring th emes of abuse are not a result of generational trauma, given that she was born into
a world of privilege by comparison. “And yet there is something tugging on me,” she said. “There is an insistence
and a residue that forces me to do what I do.”

Marianna Simnett’s The Bird Game (2019). Cour tesy the ar tist, FVU, the Rothschild Foundation and the Frans Hals Museum.

Perhaps that sensibility comes from an upbringing on peripheries. Simnett grew up on London’s outskirts, on a
houseboat that belonged to her transient father. “My neighbors were clowns, drunks, and pianists,” she said of her
childhood home. “Ever yone had chosen to be an outsider.”

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/marianna-simnett-profile-1935473
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Marianna Simnett The Bird Game (film still, 2019). Cour tesy the ar tist, FVU, the Rothschild Foundation and the Frans Hals Museum.

‘It’s Time the Old Rulebook Was Rewritten’: Artist Marianna Simnett on the Virtues of Shocking Imagery and Difficult Art

Constructing these skips through logic means she can craft surrealistic narratives. Scenes of implied child abuse
and murder occur in The Bird Game (2019), where a malevolent crow picks kids off, one by one. That work, Simnett
said, was canceled by various institutions.
“People have been offended by my recent work,” she said. “What’s funny to me is that the more violent works are
those involving self- exploitation or self-abuse—the audience seems to accept that. I thought fiction was supposed
to be a safe space to explore things you shouldn’t be doing in real life. I’m physically endangering myself less now,
but ironically, the work is being censored more.”
One problem, she told me, is a rising tide of accelerated clashing between leftist artists and conser vative patrons,
a warped relationship that has seeped into art discourses. “It’s a dominating structure of the art world and its
market. We want radical art, but we also want to make sure patrons pay for it. Artists need to stick to their guns
and not be led by institutional frameworks and box-ticking.”
“Shocking art is much more digestible after a few generations,” she added. “No one likes it at the time. Hermann
Nitsch and the Viennese Acti onists have become aestheticized.” There are boundaries, of course. And shock for its
own sake does not interest her.

Marianna Simnett, Covering (sure thing), (2020). Cour tesy the ar tist.

Beyond the Pale

The Udder (2014). Cour tesy the ar tist

In her 2020 video work Pillow, a striking and tender stop-motion animation film Simnett, an interspecies group of
roadkill meet for an ceremonious orgy. A gentle folk song plays as their gaping mouths are re-framed as

That environment is one reason she prefers not to work with a galler y.

expressions of love and pleasure, not pain caused by human interference.

“I never fit into a traditional galler y model so I have invented an alternative. I sell my major works to collectors
Simnett finds the work roman tic, and she has a great deal of empathy for animals, which appear throughout her

directly,” she said. “But I also offer smaller works and editions at ver y affordable prices in my shop.”

work. In The Udder from 2014, the mammar y gland of a cow undergoes an operation in a comment on biocapitalism—the extraction of resources from humans and animals is a recurring topic.
“I don’t want art to just decorate… Yet the aim has never been to shock,” she told me. “I want to create an internal
shift in someone. M ore than the gore, what is more frightening about my work are the leaps between logic.”
03/02/2021
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Works on her online shop (https://mariannasimnett.com/shop/)—including silk throw pillows with a printed still
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from Pillow of the protagonist squirrel—are all priced at €200 or under. “I don’t give 50 percent to a dealer, so I
can keep it affordable.” While she is open to partnering with someone eventually, the situation would need to fit
her multi-stranded way of working, something other than the current traditional model of dealer-artist
relationships.
“I’d rather take a leap of faith with someone who wants to create a new form of representation We can no longer
separate art from other fields. I want to work fluidly between all disciplines.” she said. “It’s time the old rulebook
was shattered and rewritten.”

Follow artnet News (https://www.facebook.com/artnet) on Facebook:
Like 378K

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to get the breaking news, eye-opening inter views,
and incisive critical takes that drive the conversation for ward.
(http://link.artnet.com/join/522/newscta&hash=8e9534fb495110baf97a368037111816)
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/marianna-simnett-profile-1935473
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Marianna Simnett The Bird Game (film still, 2019). Cour tesy the ar tist, FVU, the Rothschild Foundation and the Frans Hals Museum.

Constructing these skips through logic means she can craft surrealistic narratives. Scenes of implied child abuse
and murder occur in The Bird Game (2019), where a malevolent crow picks kids off, one by one. That work, Simnett
said, was canceled by various institutions.
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Millenium FIlm Journal // November 2020

The Bird Game
By Marianna Simnett (co-written by Charlie Fox)
Streaming at mariannasimnett.com April 10-24, 2020
“Welcome to my nest. It’s full of treats and secrets,” intones a
haggard crow (Joanne Whalley) to six young children as she leads
them through the gaping door of Waddesdon Manor. She has
just convinced them to play her game, after promising the prize:
to never sleep again. What follows is a nightmare-like horror in
which each child is gruesomely killed off in a series of violent
sexualized games that reference fairy tales and myth. Adorned
with botched, Disney-esque prince and princess costumes and set
against the backdrop of plush interiors one immediately feels that
they are suspended in a time and place far, far away.
The confluence of these various elements come together
in Marianna Simnett’s most recent film The Bird Game (2019,
20 mins.) co-written by Charlie Fox and commissioned by
the Rothschild Foundation for the anniversary of the Evelina’s
Children Hospital. Unlike Simnett’s other recent films (Blood
and Roses, The Udder, The Needle and The Larynx) the plane of
activation in The Bird Game is not the corporal body, but the
psyche. Marianna weaves together a sort of hero’s journey of
horror replete with archetypal imagery, fantasy and violence that

with every convolution leads us deeper into a modern fable of
abuse, trauma and ultimately transformation. Exactly whose
transformation and in what sense may remain unclear, but given
the contemporary nature of this fable and Simnett’s parasitic
prowess at implanting something unnameable but visceral in her
viewers, it might just be us.
As the camera takes us down lush, red carpeted mahogany
hallways and through neo-renaissance style ballrooms and
boudoirs, we feel increasingly that we are a part of this nightmare.
Camera angles alternate between the perspectives of the different
characters throughout, creating a sense that you are seeing what
they see. This also allows for a third perspective to emerge,
which is neither Crow looking at the children or the children
looking at Crow, but a silent observer privy to their secrets.
From this perspective we hear voice overs that are not heard by
other characters: Crow admitting her lustful urges for the young
princess as she twirls blindfolded in the ballroom seemingly
under a spell, or the children fantasizing about what they would
do when they never have to sleep again. This perspective clarifies

R E V I E WS 25

Flash Art // Sept-Oct 2019

The Udder, 2014. Video stills.
Courtesy of the artist and Jerwood / FVU Awards.

Blood In My Milk, 2018. Video still.
Courtesy of the artist and Matt’s Gallery, London.
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In her legendary 1991 essay “The Cyborg Manifesto,” Donna
Haraway described a world that many of us then dismissed
as science fiction. “Late twentieth-century machines,”
she declared, “have made thoroughly ambiguous the
difference between natural and artificial, mind and body,
self-developing and externally designed.” Her conclusion
that “our machines are disturbingly lively, and we ourselves
frighteningly inert”1 seemed particularly fantastical. And yet
as the film- and sound-based works of Marianna Simnett
eerily reveal, in the face of robotics, artificial intelligence, and
neurotechnology, that prescient diagnosis is now undeniable.
Virtual reality and digital life have made embodied
experience less and less relevant.
Merging the mythic structure of fables with the clinical
aesthetics of medical documentaries, Simnett’s films
tell nonlinear tales of bodily dread in which themes of
contamination, disease, and violation combine with those
of sexuality, identity, and metamorphosis. At the heart
of these jarring, surrealist visions, in which, in the artist’s
words, “Everyone is always becoming something other

viewers: “a real experience,” as Pane put it; “to feel alive,
woken up,” as Simnett has said. But it was Simnett’s vision
of bulging veins, made through special effects to look like
writhing maggots trapped under the skin, that made me think
of Pane’s work. And the analogy overall is more than visual.
Pane, born in 1939, came of age in the 1960s, an era
much like our own, when protest and violence, amid the
dehumanizing, dissociative effects of mediated reality, led
many artists to confront audiences with their voyeuristic
detachment. Exploring the limits of the body as a pioneering
female endurance artist, Pane became infamous for extreme
“actions”: cutting her skin with razor blades (Psyche, 1974);
lying on a metal bed frame over burning candles (The
Conditioning, 1973); force-feeding herself raw meat under
a blinding light while watching the nightly news (Nourritureactualités télévisées-feu, 1971).
Simnett has similarly subjected herself to physical
duress in her films, forcing herself to repeatedly faint
through hyperventilation (Faint with Light, 2012) and
submitting herself to vocal cord surgery to lower her

Tellingly, throughout the film, the eponymous udder is
presented as a phallic appendage, disconnected from its
body, and shown only in close-up. Such shots are intercut
with those that reimagine its segmented interior — via
scrims of crimson gauze — as a theatrical set: home to
the pubescent Isabel, the film’s other protagonist, and her
family. We see a blonde, blue-eyed girl, who recalls a young
Simnett, move about this ethereal realm as her mother
washes windows and her two younger brothers roughhouse.
Despite being told by her mother that she’s “too pretty to
go outside” lest she “entice the corruptor, the abuser,” she
defiantly tests her virtue by leaving home.
Dressed in galoshes and a black leather coat, she walks
along the muddy tractor-ridden tracks of the farm outside,
encountering the deaf herdsman who oversees the farm
and a seductive doppelgänger who represents her future
sexual self (“You look ravishing,” the latter tells her). As the
deaf farmer and mother recite the mechanics of robotic
milking, and the nature of chastity, highlighting the threat
accompanying both, Isabel’s menacing brothers plot to

women to escape the restrictive life allotted their gender by
living as men. “A woman is a sack made to endure,” Diana
tells a questioning Isabel. Intercutting scenes of the two as
they visit Diana’s rustic village in the Albanian mountains with
the surgical removal of two turbinate bones in Isabel’s nose,
Simnett merges their fates through the specter of selfsacrifice or martyrdom. The nose, like the udder, is made
into a theatrical set: a giant papier-mâché version that the
turbinate bones, personified by two little girls, gnaw at and
harass with a form of parasitism that is distinctly Freudian.
Simnett’s focus on the dystopic consequences of
technology through a psychosexual lens reaches its apex
in the five-channel installation Blood in My Milk (2018).
The seventy-three-minute-long film sequentially merges
(newly edited) footage from her trilogy with the film Worst
Gift (2017), a reprisal of The Needle and The Larynx. The
latter follows an unruly gang of pubescent boys (think
Lord of the Flies) forced to undergo vocal cord surgery
in a rank hospital by a doctor who denies a willing female
(played by Simnett) the same Botox procedure. “If you

than themselves,” are issues of vulnerability, autonomy,
and control. If not for a certain paradoxical playfulness that
undercuts the dread, viewers might find them too gory.
Trained in musical theater, the British artist has a beautiful
voice, and the ditties she writes and sings together with
the non-actors who populate her films — children, farmers,
doctors, scientists — inject their dark narratives with a
dose of whimsy. In Blue Roses (2015), for example, which
oscillates between a fictional varicose vein operation
(on the back of a knee) and the real lab creation of a
cyborg cockroach, dry recitations of both procedures turn
into songs with catchy lyrics: “Perfect steering, perfect
engineering,” the lab students and their teacher croon,
“I brought you up to be better than you were originally.”
Simnett, hanging upside down, laments in reply, “And they
keep returning, the veins that I complain about hurting.”
When I first saw Blue Roses, I was reminded of a Gina Pane
performance, Death Control (1974), in which the artist lay on
the floor, her body crawling with live maggots, as a group of
children sang “Happy Birthday” to her. Both works employed
the forensic and macabre to elicit a visceral reaction from

voice (The Needle and The Larynx, 2016). She too has
sought to connect her audience to the body’s inherent
vulnerability, and, as with Pane, the resulting sense of
empathy among her viewers, or lack thereof, is as intrinsic
to the work as the horror that activates it. That said,
whereas Death Control offers up a body that is whole
and organic, Simnett conjures one that is fragmented
and alien. The phantom-like leg featured in Blue Roses is
cut off from the body and given its own consciousness
(“You’re getting worse, veins,” it says at one point).
The psychoanalytic theories that informed the body-based
performance work of Pane and other women artists of
the 1970s (Valie Export, Marina Abramović, Orlan, etc.)
underscore Simnett’s films as well, particularly those of
Lacan and his phallocentric notion of the female body as
lacking and other. The iconography in The Udder (2014), a
film shot on a robotic dairy farm, is particularly rife with such
associations. Toggling between a clinical account of bovine
mastitis, a common yet painful disease, and a cautionary tale
about female chastity, it is the first in a trilogy of works that
includes Blue Roses and Blood (both 2015).

cut her into “a million bits.” When an alarm goes off in the
cowshed to signal a threat of contamination, the farmer
saves the day with a mysterious “miracle treatment.” The
film concludes with Isabel imploring him, “Please make me
clean,” to which he replies, “It is done, be made clean.”
The cost of such purity is high, however, symbolized by
the gleaming scalpel that Isabel wields over her nose — a
reference to both Freud’s theory connecting the nose
to genitalia, and to the ninth-century nun, St. Ebba, who
cut off her nose to avoid being raped by Vikings. While
the implied self-mutilation is never physically enacted,
the violence is transposed onto the udder, which we see
cut open in grotesque detail. Still, in a paradoxical twist
that Simnett seems to favor, red lipstick is repeatedly
applied and smeared across Isabel’s mouth and that of
her doppelgänger, corrupting the archetype of girlhood
innocence if not the girl herself.
In Blood, the final work in Simnett’s trilogy, Isabel travels
from the Udder to Albania with Diana, one of the last “sworn
virgins” of the Balkans, also known as burrnesha. The oath
of celibacy Diana has taken is part of a tradition that enables

don’t make my voice low,” she warns him as ominous
music plays, “I’ll tell the boys to sing, and when they sing
the sun will shine so brightly you’ll never see a neck
again.” When he refuses again, the boys enter, singing,
and she joins their chorus under a theatrical spotlight,
crooning, “Take a little bit of girl, dress her like a sick rose,
add some tears to her eyes, make her cry for a dose.” To
which the boys sing back: “Keep her dying for a dose.”
In the hallucinogenic way Simnett has of switching scenes
like states of consciousness, the film cuts to her walking
through tall grass outside a medical facility. Rebuffed again
by a man who acts as gatekeeper, she tells him, “If you
don’t let me through, I’ll tell all the birds to sing, and when
they sing, your dick will become so hard that the birds will
think it’s a seed stick for eating.” Standing in front of a
white-curtained window, she regurgitates a red squiggling
worm as the screen goes black to the sound of road traffic
and keening seagulls. Finding her way again, she enters the
gate of a factory, where she watches in great fascination as
conveyor belts under flashing red lights deliver glass vials
filled with Botox — the magical liquid she seeks.

> back to contents
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Worst Gift, 2017. Video stills.
Courtesy of the artist and Matt’s Gallery, London.

Blood, 2015. Video stills.
Courtesy of the artist and Jerwood / FVU Awards.
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CLOSE UP: IN ANOTHER VEIN
Mira Dayal on Marianna Simnett’s Blood In My Milk, 2018

A KNIFE PUNCTURES FLESH. The blade enters a nasal passageway, and the camera
shakes with every cut. Tweezers penetrate the frame and tug out a lump of bloody tissue
and bone. “Nothing to worry about,” the surgeon says. Quivering atop a piece of medical
gauze, the extracted substance resembles a slug, or a sliver of tongue. “Who are you?”
the young patient asks, frowning. “We are your inferior turbinates,” the lump replies,
now personified by a pair of adolescents wrapped in pink sleeping bags. Thus begins the
young patient’s nightmare, starring a giant papier-mâché nose—a proxy for her own. As
she dreams that the teens are chewing on its oversize nostrils, her nose begins to bleed.
The image is a vision of the body attacking itself, of the undesired parts returning to
haunt it, like phantom limbs.

1 Donna Haraway, “A Manifesto for Cyborgs,” in The Haraway Reader (New York: Routledge, 2004), 11.
2 Scott Indrisek, “Marianna Simnett’s Brilliantly Grotesque Videos Are Not for the Faint of Heart,” Artsy, October 8, 2018.
1 Donna Haraway, “A Manifesto for Cyborgs,” in The Haraway Reader (New York: Routledge, 2004), 11.
2 Scott Indrisek, “Marianna Simnett’s Brilliantly Grotesque Videos Are Not for the Faint of Heart,”
Artsy, to
October
8, 2018.
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Marianna Simnett’s Blood In My Milk, 2018, weaves four of the artist’s works to date—
The Udder, 2014; Blood, 2015; Blue Roses, 2015; and Worst Gift, 2017—into a single,
expansive five-channel film that resists linear narrative. The piece cycles through
hallucinatory scenes of children’s games, cows being milked, several surgical operations,
conversations about disease prevention, the fabrication of a robotic cockroach, a visit to
a factory, and other fearful ordeals. At times, the story is propelled by the voice of young
Isabel, the central character, played by Isabel Maclaren, or by conversations between
> back to contents

her farm’s herdsman and her mother or her brothers, all of whom fear what might
happen if she is left alone or plays outside in the empty pasture. In other sections, the
story is interrupted by musical numbers written by Simnett that are sometimes quiet,
sung softly by Isabel, and at other times are gratuitous, unfolding over several minutes
into a kaleidoscopic sequence of special effects. But most captivating are Simnett’s
dreamlike images—of a worm wriggling out of a mouth, of the aforementioned
cockroach crawling up a naked leg—enhanced via quick cuts through associative footage
showing bodies, body doubles, bodily materials, and laboratory experiments.

The film might have been made in the spirit of Ursula K. Le Guin’s “The Carrier Bag
Theory of Fiction” (1986), an essay on the value of crafting stories that gather and
transport themes and narratives rather than pursue a single heroic (masculine) line of
conflict. Le Guin’s bag is not only a metaphor for form, but also an object that’s been
culturally coded as feminine, a “carrier bag/belly/box/house/medicine bundle.” These
associations are pertinent to Simnett’s own fiction, for here her primary protagonists are
in fact the surgical bags, udders, breasts, mouths, noses, cups, and medical vials seen as
potential carriers of conflict, cures, or disease. Their antagonist is the scalpel, always
threatening to intrude. But the film itself is moved forward by the human agents who
carry these objects from place to place—a hospital, a dairy farm, a laboratory, a red,
womb-like room.

This structure produces an enticing sense of confusion without resolution. Simnett
composes fanciful narratives, employing leaps of logic (perhaps the consequence of
alloying older footage) while creating intentional slippages among her characters’
identities, genders, and physiognomies. Her fairy tale also reflects contemporary
theories of the body and disease. Think Donna Haraway (by way of Paul B. Preciado):
“The twenty-first-century body is a technoliving system, the result of an irreversible
implosion of modern binaries (female/male, animal/human, nature/culture).” For
example, throughout the film’s first half, Isabel’s body is conflated with a cow’s; the
herdsman transfers his fear of bovine mastitis onto the young girl, who sings about her
mammary gland becoming inflamed. Scenes of cow-milking (a process that is facilitated
by a machine whose many tubes are each latched onto a teat) are edited to reach
masturbatory climaxes. In one, footage of the tubes is intercut with that of two brothers
sipping milkshakes through straws and blowing bubbles loudly into their glasses;
provoked by his older sibling, the younger spits his drink in his brother’s face: The
action replays throughout the narrative. In another, a teat is massaged and squeezed
until its milk spurts out. Toward the end—the second half of the film starkly contrasts
with the first, becoming much less cohesive and centering around an entirely different
set of characters—Simnett breaks into a pharmaceutical factory in pursuit of a voicelowering serum, which is usually reserved for use on young boys. (This “cure” figured in
two previous works, The Needle and the Larynx, 2016, and Worst Gift, 2017.)

> back to contents

That sense of unease recurs in Blood In My Milk, most strongly during the scenes of
extractions—of a bloodied bone, an imploding vein, a cow’s milk. The removal of matter
from the body abstracts it, making it simultaneously transfixing and repulsive. It is no
longer part of a functioning, internal system, but is isolated as an estranged element that
may now be independently modified. The viewer’s negative physical reaction to these
sights signals self-disgust as well as self-defense, a fear of having these procedures
performed on their own body. And that may be why Simnett focuses on chastity as a
method of self-preservation. Like fainting, chastity is a refusal to participate, a vow to
remain unto oneself. As Isabel’s sibling recites, in the third person, “The older brother
explains to his sweaty compatriot that no tool [not even a knife] can match the natural
power of chastity. I bet you didn’t know that.”

Simnett’s appearance in Blood In My Milk comes as no surprise, since the artist often
subjects her own body to the uncomfortable procedures performed in her work. As she
explained in a recent conversation with curator Maitreyi Maheshwari, she does this not
only to satisfy a “masochistic impulse” but to “seek or make apparent the impossible gulf
between my pain and someone else’s pain, or my lack of pain and someone else’s pain,
my imagination of what that pain was.” Her visceral imagery is not intended to be
merely sensational entertainment; rather, Simnett is interested in both the
representation and the embodiment of empathy, trauma, and catharsis. The fairy tale—a
genre historically highlighting subjects such as sleep, violence, transformation, and
magic—is one register in which Simnett explores her themes. But she has also created
far more minimal narratives, as in Faint with Light, 2016, an installation comprising an
audio recording of the artist hyperventilating until she faints and a stack of LED light
bars that rise and fall to this soundtrack, filling the space with overwhelming strobed
light.

“Chastity, chastity, chastity, chastity, give me the strength to abstain,” sings Isabel from
within the milking factory. A celibate cow will not produce milk; according to the
herdsman’s logic, preventing infection requires preventing lactation. The emphasis on
abstinence is odd, given Simnett’s explicit interest in the body’s insides, its limits, and
the ways it interacts with fluids and machines; it also seems to be countered in the film’s
second half, during which a patient with varicose veins laments having caused her own
affliction by keeping her legs crossed for too long. But chastity may be read as a
resistance to being used, harvested, milked. The female body is the storyteller’s
archetypal carrier, one that may reproduce but that also transmits, remembers, gathers,
contains. Simnett herself is the patient zero of her work; her complex consideration of
self-preservation mobilizes feminist concerns without becoming prescriptive. The
hypnotizing last sequence of the film, following Simnett’s break-in to the factory
complex, shows the vocal serum being injected into hundreds of sterilized glass vials
that recall so many carriers. Simnett wanders through a darkened section of the factory,
where flashing red lights signal malfunction, or perhaps intrusion. She gazes into a
workstation’s portal, a void into which a hand might be thrust to mix volatile chemicals.
The camera shifts from behind to within the portal, zooming in on Simnett’s widening
eye until, like Alice in Wonderland, she tumbles into a fantastical abyss. Blood In My
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Milk may not provide any satisfying resolutions, but it is a clear argument for taking
control over the possession, modification, and reimagining of our own bodies.
“Marianna Simnett: Blood In My Milk” is on view through January 6 at the New
Museum, New York, and at the Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt.

Here Are the 10 Absolute Best Works of Art
We Saw Around the World in 2018
From John Akomfrah's gut-wrenching films at the New Museum to
Tschabalala Self's homemade bodega in Shanghai, here's the art we'll
remember most.
artnet News, December 27, 2018

Marianna Simnett, The Udder (2014)
in “Marianna Simnett: Blood In My Milk” at the New Museum

There are those works of art you block out time on your calendar and take a lengthy
subway ride to see. And then there are the ones you encounter by accident. I
happened upon this exhibition of the young UK-based artist Marianna Simnett toward
the end of a recent visit to the New Museum—but once I sat down to watch her
twisted, haunting video The Udder, I had to change my dinner reservation because I
wasn’t prepared to leave. The entire film takes place inside the mammary gland of a
cow, where children and their dairy farmer parents are separated by gauzy red walls.
Everyone is very concerned that youngest daughter is going to go outside and
somehow become contaminated. I know—it sounds somehow simultaneously confusing
and overwrought. (Purity! The body! We’re all just animals! ) But it’s actually one of
those works of art that manages to make otherwise trite ideas feel urgent and twisted
and new—like a not-quite-nightmare you can’t get out of your head for days.
—Julia Halperin
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Marianna Simnett’s Brilliantly
Grotesque Videos Are Not for the Faint
of Heart
Scott Indrisek
Oct 8, 2018 8:00 am

I am sitting in the waiting room of a Chinatown radiology clinic, where a faded poster of
Salvador Dalí’s painting The Hallucinogenic Toreador (1970) hangs on the wall. A television, its
cable connection skipping and glitching, is tuned to the daytime talk show Pickler and Ben; a woman
is relating her friendly run-in with country music star Keith Urban at a local Wawa. I’m here for
some tests that I probably don’t need, other than to quell my own paranoia.
No one likes killing time in a doctor’s office, especially one this accidentally surreal. But it is a
surprisingly fitting place to ponder the equally odd work of

Marianna Simnett, whose films I have spent much of the week watching. Over the course of five
films made between 2014 and 2017, the London-based artist has explored and subverted the
aesthetics of medical institutions: latex gloves yanked taut, microscopic cameras threaded into
cramped spaces, needles plunged gently into flesh. For most people, Simnett’s films can be a
harrowing experience—or at least, a squeamish one. For a committed hypochondriac such as myself,
they can feel like full-blown immersion therapy.
While they’re miles away in terms of tone, the artist has the closest affinity to Mika Rottenberg. Both
spin fantastical tales around a kernel of documentary truth; both cast real people to play versions of
themselves. In her video works, Rottenberg has examined the economies of both lettuce and pearl
farming. Simnett has pursued a similarly wide range of obsessions, from “sworn virgins” in Albania
to the ways in which cow udders can fall victim to mastitis. Her videos interweave parallel stories,
confusing fact and fiction. That’s partially a reaction, she told me recently, to the fact that the world
has been busy doing the same thing.

Blue Roses (2015), for instance, toggles between a varicose vein procedure and a scientist working to
perfect a remote-controlled cockroach. It includes a scene in which a blood-bloated leg explodes, and
climaxes—like many of Simnett’s works—with a surprisingly moving, touchingly off-key musical
number. The Udder (2014) is a sort of coming-of-age story set on a small, rural, roboticized dairy
farm.
That film’s same young, non-professional lead actress resurfaces in Blood (2015), a dreamlike
depiction of a nasal surgery that references both a Freudian case study and the Kanun, a 15th-century
Albanian legal code still in effect in large portions of the country. (Simnett sampled some of the
more evocative language of the Kanun directly, such as the expression “A woman is a sack made to
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endure.”) In Worst Gift (2017), a group of thuggish adolescent boys trapped in a dirty hospital are
subjected to endless injections to their vocal chords at the hands of a boil-covered doctor who sings
like an angel.
Elements of these films are spliced together into a new, five-channel omnibus installation, Blood In
My Milk (2018)—on view at the New Museum in New York through January 6, 2019—which the
artist considers its own cohesive work.

With Simnett, it’s hard to know what to believe—what’s imaginary, what’s real, what’s real-ish. “I
start learning about the nervous system of cockroaches, or voice conditions like spasmodic dysphonia
or puberphonia, and that informs an almost science-fiction, invented illness that I then start to
manifest,” she explained. “But it comes out of rigorous research and conversations with doctors and
surgeons.”
For her 2016 work The Needle and The Larynx, Simnett personally endured Botox shots to her vocal
chords, which temporarily lowered her voice’s pitch. The artist originally considered an invasive
surgery that would have made the change permanent. Even the Botox treatment was a bit of a tough
sell at first. Initially, the doctor she wanted to work with didn’t understand why she would want such
a procedure. “Then he was like, ‘Ah…so you subjectyourself to things,’” Simnett recalled.
Part of what makes the artist’s work feel so moving—at least to this permanently worried writer—is
the way in which she captures the creeping anxieties of simple physical existence. Being human
means being vulnerable, unprotected, precarious. Turning yourself over to a doctor’s care can be
comforting: There’s a handing-over of responsibility, “submitting yourself to someone else’s
control,” as Simnett put it. There is a ritual and a protocol to doctor’s visits that can be soothing,
however drenched in fear. The X-ray jacket comes down, the ultrasound wand makes its tickling
progress. Hopefully, your leg does not explode.

But for the artist, hospitals aren’t really her way to talk about sickness; she doesn’t stress about her
own health, per se. “I do feel these forces of threat which are indescribable, and I make up a language
for them in my work,” she told me. “It’s definitely a pervasive feeling that I’ve been carrying around
for a long time.” That threat is palpable in the films, which can be hard to take in; viewers have
apparently fainted at previous exhibitions. “The endoscopic view of the turbinate bones being
removed,” she noted, referring to a scene in Blood that uses found medical footage, “yeah…people
don’t like that.” (For the record, Simnett said that she’s mostly through with the medical subject
matter that she’s known for: “I don’t like to have a habit; I don’t like to see patterns emerge.”)
The visceral discomfort of much of her work is intentional, but Simnett isn’t aiming for cheap
thrills—she wants her viewers’ “bodies [to] feel alive,” she said. “I think it’s about trying to feel like
you’re there, when a lot of people are swimming around, feeling very wafty or online or digital. It’s
about trying to make people feel alert, woken up.”
For Simnett, hospitals and surgery rooms are a metaphor, a way to get at a certain kind of dread—but
also a certain kind of hope. “I’m not interested in horror for the sake of horror, or shock for the sake
of shock,” she explained. “I’m telling stories, and my story isn’t about butchering myself to pieces.
Transformation is much more my message than amputation—transformation is through and through
my work. Everyone is always becoming something other than themselves.”
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zwischen Kindheit und Erwachsensein, zwischen Etwas und Nichts.
zwischen Leben und Tod, zwischen den Geschlechtern und Arten,
Was fasziniert dich an diesen Zwischenbereichen?
zwischen Kindheit und Erwachsensein, zwischen Etwas und Nichts.
Was fasziniert dich an diesen Zwischenbereichen?

Courtesy the artist & Jerwood/FVU Awards
Courtesy the artist & Jerwood/FVU Awards

Marianna Simnetts Stimme klingt blechern aus den Lautsprechern meines Laptops. Wir trafen uns das erste Mal vor
D einigen
Marianna
Simnetts
Stimme
klingt blechern
den LautWochen
in einem
Restaurant,
das deraus
Verlauf
des
sprechern
meines
Laptops.
Wir
trafen
uns
das
erste
Mal
Abends in die Tanzfläche eines Clubs verwandeln sollte. vor
Es
einigen
in einem
Restaurant,
das der Verlauf
des
gelingt
unsWochen
nicht mehr,
mit der
nachtwandlerischen
LeichtigAbends
in die zu
Tanzfläche
sollte.
Es
keit
von damals
sprecheneines
– wasClubs
durchverwandeln
die Zeitzonen,
Bildgelingt uns
mehr, mit der
nachtwandlerischen
Leichtigschirme
undnicht
Glasfaserkabel
hinweg
auch etwas gekünstelt
keit von
damalserzählt
zu sprechen
– was
durch
die Zeitzonen,
wäre.
Trotzdem
Marianna
wie
gewohnt
offen überBilddie
schirme
und
Glasfaserkabel
hinweg
gekünstelt
inneren
und
äußeren
Welten, die
sie mitauch
ihrenetwas
Videoarbeiten,
wäre. Trotzdem
erzählt
Marianna und
wie gewohnt
offenParabeln
über die
Performances,
ihrer
Choralmusik
literarischen
inneren
und
äußeren
Welten,
die
sie
mit
ihren
Videoarbeiten,
durchschreitet, um den Körper und dessen Beschränkungen
Performances,
ihrerIn
Choralmusik
Parabeln
verstehen
zu lernen.
ihrer noch und
bis 8.literarischen
Juli laufenden
Eindurchschreitet,
um
den
Körper
und
dessen
Beschränkungen
zelausstellung in der Londoner Zabludowicz Collection zeigt
verstehen
zu lernen.
ihrer(2014),
noch bis
8. Juli
laufenden
EinSimnett
Filme
wie TheInUdder
Blood
(2015)
oder Blue
zelausstellung
in
der
Londoner
Zabludowicz
Collection
zeigt
Roses (2016) und die Soundinstallation Faint with Light (2016).
Simnett
wieistThe
Udder ihre
(2014),
Blood
oder und
Blue
Ihre
letzteFilme
Arbeit
zugleich
erste
für (2015)
die Bühne
Roses
(2016)
und
die
Soundinstallation
Faint
with
Light
(2016).
wurde im Mai in Minneapolis uraufgeführt. Das Stück „The
Ihre letzte
ArbeitFabel
ist zugleich
erste für
Bühne und
und
Midden“
ist „eine
über einihre
Mädchen,
dasdie
aufwacht
wurde
im
Mai
in
Minneapolis
uraufgeführt.
Das
Stück
„The
merkt, dass ihre Stimme kaputt ist“.
Midden“ ist „eine Fabel über ein Mädchen, das aufwacht und
merkt,
dass
Stimme
Ella
Plevin:
Duihre
arbeitest
nichtkaputt
so gerneist“.
mit professionellen Schauspielern.

D

Still from Blood, 2015
Digitalvideo / Digital video, 26’15’’
Still from Blood, 2015
Digitalvideo / Digital video, 26’15’’

„The heroine is often revolting by becoming revolting: bleeding, turning herself
upside
down, doing
uncomfortable,
and laughing
at it.”
„The heroine
is oftensomething
revolting by
becoming revolting:
bleeding,
turning herself
upside down, doing something uncomfortable, and laughing at it.”

E

Marianna Simnett’s voice is tinned by
laptop speakers.
first
met at by
a
E my
Marianna
Simnett’s We
voice
is tinned
restaurant
overWe
thefirst
course
of a
my laptopwhich
speakers.
met at
the
evening
turned
into
a
club
dancerestaurant which over the course of
floor
several turned
weeks into
earlier.
It’sdancediffithe evening
a club
cult
to
communicate
with
that
same
floor several weeks earlier. It’s diffiinitial,
cult tonight-balmed
communicatefluency,
with thatwhich
same
feels
stilted
reaching
time
initial, night-balmed through
fluency, which
zones,
screens,
and optic
cables,
feels stilted
reaching
through
time
and
the screens,
formalityand
of optic
a conversazones,
cables,
tion
Yet she’s
as
andfor
theprint.
formality
of asa candid
conversaever
about
the
interior
and
exterior
tion for print. Yet she’s as candid as
worlds
she parses
across and
works
that
ever about
the interior
exterior
incorporate
video,
theatrical
perforworlds she parses across works that
mance,
choralvideo,
music,theatrical
and fantastical
incorporate
perforliterary
to investigate
the
mance,parables
choral music,
and fantastical
body
and parables
its limits. to investigate the
literary
body and its limits.
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Her current solo show at London’s
Zabludowicz
Collection
Her current solo
show at (through
London’s
8Zabludowicz
July) presentsCollection
films like The
Udder
(through
(2014),
Blood
(2015),
and
Blue
8 July) presents films like The Roses
Udder
(2016)
well (2015),
as a light
(2014),asBlood
and and
Bluesound
Roses
installation,
Faintas
with
Her
(2016) as well
a Light
light (2016).
and sound
latest
piece
was
her
first
for
the
stage
installation, Faint with Light (2016). Her
and
premiered
in her
Minneapolis
thisstage
past
latest
piece was
first for the
May.
Titled The inMidden,
Simnett
and premiered
Minneapolis
this tells
past
me
it’sTitled
“a fable
a girlSimnett
who wakes
May.
Theabout
Midden,
tells
up
her voice
is arotten”.
metoit’sfind
“a fable
about
girl who wakes
up to find her voice is rotten”.
Ella Plevin: You don’t tend to work with
trained
actors. You don’t tend to work with
Ella Plevin:
Marianna
Simnett: Non-actors bring
trained actors.
such
interesting
stories.
I often write
Marianna
Simnett:
Non-actors
bring
fabulations
or fantastical
taleswrite
to
such interesting
stories. I often
fabulations or fantastical tales to

“Ich kaufte auf dem Smithfield-Markt zwei Euter und schnitt sie in meinem Atelier auf.
Das Gewebe warzwei
schwammig
und
stank.
vollerAtelier
alter Milch.“
“Ich kaufte auf dem Smithfield-Markt
Euter und
schnitt
sieEsinwar
meinem
auf.
Das Gewebe war schwammig und stank. Es war voller alter Milch.“

include someone’s real identity or a
type
of someone’s
labour that real
I’m identity
interested
include
or in
a
accessing.
Surgeons,
farmers,
sworn
type of labour that I’m interested in
virgins
– roles
that include
mutations,
accessing.
Surgeons,
farmers,
sworn
incisions,
or
some
warping
of gender
virgins – roles that include mutations,
or
manipulation
ofwarping
the body,
incisions,
or some
ofwhether
gender
that’s
identification
with
the
self or
or manipulation of the body, whether
athat’s
physical
manipulation
of
flesh
or
identification with the self or
anatomy.
a physical manipulation of flesh or
anatomy.
When did you become interested in that?
When
I was
I remember
When did
you very
becomeyoung.
interested
in that?
drawing
on
my
body
with
black felt
When I was very young. I aremember
tip
as a kid,
it up,
it.
drawing
on cutting
my body
withsectioning
a black felt
As
an
artistic
practice,
I
became
intertip as a kid, cutting it up, sectioning it.
ested
testing
the limits
of myinterbody
As an in
artistic
practice,
I became
with
Faintof(2012)
and
ested ainvideo
testingcalled
the limits
my body
with a video called Faint (2012) and

p o rt r a i t
p o rt r a i t

E
E

The Udder was the first time I worked
withUdder
an anatomist
to dissect
organ.
The
was the first
time I an
worked
I went
to Smithfield’s
market
and got
with
an anatomist
to dissect
an organ.
two
udders
and
cut
them
up
my
I went to Smithfield’s market andingot
studio.
They
were
spongy
and
stank.
two udders and cut them up in my
Full ofThey
old milk.
studio.
were spongy and stank.
Full of old milk.
All the work I’ve seen contains membranes
and the
portals
surgical
orifices)
All
work(skin,
I’ve seen
containsscrim,
membranes
andportals
transition
or slippage.
and out
and
(skin,
surgical Gates
scrim,inorifices)
of the
body. Between
life and
death,
between
and
transition
or slippage.
Gates
in and
out
genders
and
species,
childhood
and
adultof the body. Between life and death, between
hood, something
andchildhood
nothing. and
Whyadultis this
genders
and species,
liminal
place
such
an
intrigue
for
you?
hood, something and nothing. Why is this
It’s like
Alice
in intrigue
Throughforthe
Looking
liminal
place
such an
you?
Glass
I love in
stories
where
tumIt’s
like– Alice
Through
the you
Looking
ble from
onestories
world into
another,
and
Glass
– I love
where
you tumble from one world into another, and

p o rt r a i t
p o rt r a i t

cinematic space: the screen as a membrane orspace:
surface
into
cinematic
thereflected
screen as back
a memthe viewer’s
mind
and burrowing
into
brane
or surface
reflected
back into
their
deep
tissue.
Trespassing
a
border
the viewer’s mind and burrowing into
or revealing
it to
be porousa border
interests
their
deep tissue.
Trespassing
me.
Threshold-upset.
It’s
the
same
or revealing it to be porous interests
with
fainting:
you
travel
to
a
different
me. Threshold-upset. It’s the same
sidefainting:
of yourself
into
realm of
with
you and
travel
to the
a different
theofunconscious.
like experimenting
side
yourself andI into
the realm of
materially
but also
the
unconscious.
I likepsychologically
experimenting –
combining
hard,psychologically
formal liminality
materially
buta also
–
with,
quite
often,
a
deliberate
focus
combining a hard, formal liminality
on the
ageoften,
of puberty.
If I focus
include
with,
quite
a deliberate
children
in
the
work,
I
hope
they
start
on the age of puberty. If I include
to
believe
that
they’ve
entered
a
difchildren in the work, I hope they start
world.
toferent
believe
that they’ve entered a different world.

Are there particular narrative structures you
return
for some certain
psychological
weight
Are
thereto,particular
narrative
structures you
they to,
might
contain
or represent?
return
for some
certain
psychological weight
I
never
set
out
to
make a film about a
they might contain or represent?
youngsetgirl
this aorfilm
that.
I found
I never
outdoing
to make
about
a
the
farm
first
for
The
Udder
and
the girl
young girl doing this or that. I found
I always
try toand
fend
thecame
farmlater.
first for
The Udder
theher
girloff,
but
there’s
often
a
narrative
around
came later. I always try to fend her off, a
tryingoften
to break
past some
threshold
butgirlthere’s
a narrative
around
a
refutetosome
authority.
A lot
girlortrying
breakinvented
past some
threshold
the some
characters
haveauthority.
a gleeful,Amasoorof
refute
invented
lot
chistic
quality.
There’s
a
lot
of
theatrical
of the characters have a gleeful, masopainquality.
that happens
theofwork
and the
chistic
There’sin
a lot
theatrical
heroine
is
often
revolting
by
becompain that happens in the work and the
ing revolting:
herself
heroine
is oftenbleeding,
revoltingturning
by becomdown,
doing something
uncomingupside
revolting:
bleeding,
turning herself
fortable,
and
laughing
at it. uncomupside
down,
doing
something
fortable, and laughing at it.
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DD EsEsististwie
wiebei
bei„Alice
„Alicehinter
hinterden
denSpiegeln“.
Spiegeln“.Ich
Ichmag
magGeschichGeschichten,
die
mich
von
einer
Welt
in
eine
andere
bringen.
ten, die mich von einer Welt in eine andere bringen.Ich
Ichmag
mag
den
kinemtaographischen
Raum,
die
Leinwand
als
Membran
den kinemtaographischen Raum, die Leinwand als Membran
oder
oderOberfläche,
Oberfläche,die
dieinindie
diePsyche
Psychedes
desPublikums
Publikumszurückrezurückreflektiert
und
dort
ins
Tiefengewebe
eindringt.
flektiert und dort ins Tiefengewebe eindringt.Eine
EineGrenze
Grenze
zuzuübertreten
übertretenoder
oderzuzuzeigen,
zeigen,dass
dasssiesieporös
porösist,
ist,fasziniert
fasziniert
mich.
mich.Schwellenwerte
Schwellenwerteüberschreiten.
überschreiten.EsEsististwie
wieohnmächtig
ohnmächtig
werden:
Eine
Reise
auf
die
andere
Seite
des
Selbst,
werden: Eine Reise auf die andere Seite des Selbst,ins
insReich
Reich
des
desUnbewussten.
Unbewussten.Mich
Michinteressieren
interessierenmaterielle,
materielle,aber
aberauch
auch
psychologische
Experimente,
daher
verbinde
ich
oft
formale
psychologische Experimente, daher verbinde ich oft formale
Schwellenzustände
Schwellenzuständemit
miteiner
einerbewussten
bewusstenKonzentration
Konzentrationauf
auf
die
Zeitspanne
der
Pubertät.
Ich
hoffe,
dass
die Zeitspanne der Pubertät. Ich hoffe, dassdie
dieKinder,
Kinder,die
die
ininmeinen
meinenArbeiten
Arbeitenmitspielen,
mitspielen,sich
sichauch
auchfühlen
fühlenalsalswürden
würden
siesieeine
eineandere
andereWelt
Weltbetreten.
betreten.
Gibt
Gibtesesbestimmte
bestimmteErzählstrukturen,
Erzählstrukturen,auf
aufdiedieduduwegen
wegenihrer
ihrerpsychopsychologischen
logischenAufladung
Aufladungimmer
immerwieder
wiederzurückkommst?
zurückkommst?
EsEsististnie
niemeine
meineerste
ersteIntention,
Intention,einen
einenFilm
Filmüber
überein
einMädchen
Mädchen
zuzumachen,
das
dies
oder
jenes
tut.
Bei
„The
Udder“
machen, das dies oder jenes tut. Bei „The Udder“zum
zum
Beispiel
Beispielhatte
hatteich
ichzuerst
zuerstden
denBauernhof
Bauernhofund
unddann
danndas
dasMädMädchen.
chen.Eigentlich
Eigentlichwill
willich
ichMädchen
Mädchenimmer
immervermeiden,
vermeiden,aber
abersie
sie
bringen
oft
Geschichten
mit,
in
denen
Grenzen
überschritten
bringen oft Geschichten mit, in denen Grenzen überschritten
oder
oderAutoritäten
AutoritätenininFrage
Fragegestellt
gestelltwird.
wird.Viele
Vielemeiner
meinerFiguren
Figuren
haben
habenheitere,
heitere,aber
abermasochistische
masochistischeZüge
Zügeund
undleiden
leidentheatratheatralisch
lischSchmerzen.
Schmerzen.Die
DieHeldin
Heldinrevoltiert,
revoltiert,indem
indemsiesieabstoßend
abstoßend
wird:
wird:Sie
Siebeginnt
beginntzuzubluten,
bluten,stellt
stelltsich
sichselbst
selbstauf
aufden
denKopf,
Kopf,
macht
etwas
Unangenehmes
und
lacht
darüber.
macht etwas Unangenehmes und lacht darüber.

Immer
Immerschickst
schickstdududeine
deinegute
gutegelaunte
gelaunteHeldin
Heldinininunsere
unsere„Horror„Horrorzone“,
asasmeinst
zone“,wie
wieduduselbst
selbstsagst.
sagst.WW
meinstdudugenau
genaudamit?
damit?
Horrorzonen
Horrorzonensind
sindTeile
Teilevon
vonuns,
uns,die
dieesesganz
ganzsicher
sichergibt,
gibt,aber
aber
die
sich
nicht
so
einfach
beweisen
lassen
wie
eine
Nasenspitze
die sich nicht so einfach beweisen lassen wie eine Nasenspitze
oder
oderKniekehle.
Kniekehle.Ich
Ichfühle
fühlemich
michunwohl
unwohldamit,
damit,ein
ein„konkre„konkretes“
oder
„ganzes“
Selbst
sein
zu
müssen,
also
erfinde
tes“ oder „ganzes“ Selbst sein zu müssen, also erfindeich
ichGeGeschichten,
die
das
unterlaufen.
Meine
Figuren
wandern
schichten, die das unterlaufen. Meine Figuren wandernvon
von
einer
einerArbeit
Arbeitzur
zuranderen;
anderen;sie
siesind
sindviral,
viral,sie
siemutieren,
mutieren,werden
werden
langsam
langsamälter.
älter.
Ich
Ichbeschäftige
beschäftigemich
michininletzter
letzterZeit
Zeitoftoftmit
mitder
derAngst,
Angst,von
vonanderen
anderen
„angesteckt“
zu
werden.
Du
hingegen
sagst
in
einem
Interview:
„angesteckt“ zu werden. Du hingegen sagst in einem Interview:„Ich
„Ich
bin,
bin,was
wasichichlese“.
lese“.Du
Dufürchtest
fürchtestdich
dichanscheinend
anscheinendweniger
wenigervor
vorKonKontamination.
tamination.
Vor
VorKontamination
Kontaminationhabe
habeich
ichkeine
keineAngst.
Angst.Wenn
Wennüberhaupt,
überhaupt,
dann
dannwill
willich
ichdas
dasPublikum
Publikumanstecken
anstecken[lacht].
[lacht].Ich
Ichspüre
spüreeine
eine
tiefe
tiefeVerbindung
Verbindungzwischen
zwischenDingen
Dingenininder
derWelt,
Welt,die
dieeigentlich
eigentlich
getrennt
getrennterscheinen,
erscheinen,und
undmöchte
möchtesie
siezusammenführen.
zusammenführen.Es
Es
gibt
viel
zu
viele
Grenzen
und
trennende
gibt viel zu viele Grenzen und trennendeKategorien.
Kategorien.Also
Also
versuche
versucheich,
ich,sie
siezuzuverunklären
verunklärenund
undzu
zuüberblenden.
überblenden.
Du
Duarbeitest
arbeitestauch
auchmit
mitdeinem
deinemeigenen
eigenenKörper.
Körper.Gibt
Gibtesesdabei
dabeiGrenGrenzen?
Etwas,
das
du
nicht
tun
würdest,
oder
das
dir
zu
weit
zen? Etwas, das du nicht tun würdest, oder das dir zu weitgeht?
geht?
Ich
Ichweiß
weißnicht,
nicht,wie
wieich
ichmeine
meineeigenen
eigenenGrenzen
Grenzensehen
sehensoll,
soll,
aber
abermir
mirististklar,
klar,dass
dassder
derKörper
Körperendlich
endlichist.
ist.Es
Esgeht
gehtmir
mir
nicht
nichtdarum,
darum,meinen
meinenKörper
Körperzum
zumSchauplatz
Schauplatzeines
einesSpektaSpektakels
kelszuzumachen.
machen.Ich
Ichwerde
werdesicher
sichernicht
nichtHaken
Hakendurch
durchmeine
meine

“Mich
“Michinteressiert
interessiertwas
waspassiert,
passiert,wenn
wennich
ichmich
michininMetall
Metalloder
oderLicht
Lichtverwandle,
verwandle,
mich
michan
aneine
eineMaschine
Maschineoder
oderan
anein
einmedizinisches
medizinischesInstrument
Instrumentanschließe.”
anschließe.”

Stills
ausaus
/ from
Blue
Roses,
2015
Stills
/ from
Blue
Roses,
2015
Einkanal-HD-Video
mitmit
TonTon
/ Single
channel
HD
video
with
sound,
13’02’’
(Loop)
Einkanal-HD-Video
/ Single
channel
HD
video
with
sound,
13’02’’
(Loop)

Courtesy
thethe
artist
& Comar,
Tobermory
Courtesy
artist
& Comar,
Tobermory

EE You
Youalways
alwayssend
sendherherwriggling
wrigglinghappily
happilyinto
into
ourourdiscomfort,
discomfort,into
intowhat
whatyou
youcall
callour
our“hor“horrorrorzones”.
zones”.I like
I likethis
thisphrase
phrasea alotlotbut
buttelltellmeme
what
you
mean
when
you
use
it.
what you mean when you use it.
Horror
Horrorzones
zonesare
areparts
partsofofyourself
yourselfthat
that
are
areassuredly
assuredlythere,
there,but
butthat
thatyou
youcan’t
can’t
totally
totallyprove,
prove,like
likethe
thetiptipofofyour
yournose
nose
ororthe
theback
backofofyour
yourknee.
knee.I Idon’t
don’tfeel
feel
comfortable
comfortablebeing
beingcalled
calleda a“concrete”
“concrete”
oror“whole”
“whole”self,
self,sosoI try
I trytotoinvent
inventnarranarratives
tivestotodisrupt
disruptthat
thatidea.
idea.The
Thecharacters
characters
gogofrom
fromone
onework
worktotothe
thenext;
next;they’re
they’re
viral,
they
mutate,
and
get
a
bit
older.
viral, they mutate, and get a bit older.

another
anotherinterview
interviewyou
yousaid,
said,“Whatever
“WhateverI I
read
readand
andam
amare
arethe
thesame
samething.”
thing.”You
Youseem
seem
more
moresanguine
sanguinethan
thanI Iam
amabout
aboutbeing
beingconcontaminated!
taminated!
I Idon’t
don’tfear
fearbeing
beingcontaminated.
contaminated.IfIf
anything,
anything,I Iwant
wanttotocontaminate
contaminatethe
the
audience
audience[laughs].
[laughs].I Ifeel
feela adeep
deepconnecconnective
tivetissue
tissuebetween
betweenmany
manythings
thingsininthe
the
world
worldthat
thatare
areseparated,
separated,and
andI Iwant
want
totosynthesise
synthesisethem.
them.There
Thereare
arefar
fartoo
too
many
manyboundaries
boundariesand
anddivisions
divisionsofofcatcategories,
egories,asasI Isee
seeit,it,sosoI Itry
trytotomuddy
muddy
them
and
bleed
things
together.
them and bleed things together.

Lately
LatelyI Ikeep
keepthinking
thinkingabout
aboutthethefear
fearofof
being
being“contaminated”
“contaminated”bybyothers,
others,but
butinin

Considering
Consideringthethefact
factthat
thatyou
youuse
useyour
yourown
own
body,
body,dodoyou
youhave
haveany
anyboundaries?
boundaries?IsIsthere
there

p op ortrtr ra ai ti t

anything
anythingyou
youwouldn’t
wouldn’twant
wanttotododoororaapoint
point
that
thatfeels
feelstoo
toofar?
far?
I Idon’t
don’t know
know how
how toto measure
measure my
my
own
limits,
but
I
do
know
the
body
own limits, but I do know the bodyisis
finite.
finite.It’s
It’salso
alsonot
notabout
aboutmerely
merelylooklooking
ingatatmy
mybody
bodyasasaaspectacle
spectaclesite;
site;I’m
I’m
not
notabout
abouttotohang
hangmyself
myselfoff
offaabridge
bridge
with
withhooks
hooksininmy
myflesh.
flesh.I’m
I’minterested
interested
ininwhat
whathappens
happenswhen
whenIIturn
turnmyself
myself
into
intometal
metalororlight,
light,ororplug
plugmyself
myselfinto
into
aamachine
machineorormedical
medicalinstrument.
instrument.It’s
It’s
more
about
the
relation
between
my
more about the relation between my
body
bodyand
andsomething
somethingelse,
else,the
theintriintricate
catesystems
systemsthat
thatdefine
defineroles.
roles.How
How
many
manyhertz
hertzdoes
doesaahuman
humanvoice
voicehave?
have?
How
Howdo
dothe
thesoundwaves
soundwavesofofaawoman’s
woman’s
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Aus dem
dem Englischen
Englischen von
von Thomas
Thomas Raab
Raab
Aus

Aus dem
dem Englischen
Englischen von
von Thomas
Thomas Raab
Raab
Aus
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Courtesy
Courtesythe
theartist
artist&&Matt’s
Matt’sGallery
Gallery

Stills
Stillsaus
aus//from
fromWorst
WorstGift,
Gift,2017
2017
pVideo,
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Haut stecken und mich von einer Brücke hängen. Mich interessiert vielmehr was passiert, wenn ich mich selbst in Metall oder Licht verwandle oder mich an eine Maschine oder
an ein medizinisches Instrument anschließe. Es geht mir um
das Verhältnis meines Körpers zu anderen Dingen, um die
vertrackten Systeme, die Rollen definieren. Wie viel Hertz hat
eine menschliche Stimme? Wie hört sich die Stimme einer
Frau im Vergleich zu der eines Mannes oder zu einer Fledermaus an? Diese Frequenzen bestimmen, wer wir sind und
wer wir werden können.
Deine Kunst wird oft über das Thema „Gender“ diskutiert, das
ganz generell vielleicht überbewertet ist. Du bist aber keine explizit
„weibliche“ Künstlerin sondern machst einfach Arbeiten aus der
Sichtweise einer Frau. Wie sehr interessierst du dich für die aktuelle
Identitätspolitik und feministische Diskurse?
Um ehrlich zu sein, habe ich mich nie ganz als Frau gefühlt. Ich
bin froh, dass sich die Sprache rund um Identität und die vielen
komplexen Subjektpositionen ändert. Ich möchte das Konzept
„Frau-Sein“ verunklären, weshalb es mich zu Geschichten von
Frauen hinzieht, die Männer werden, oder ich meine Stimme
tiefer mache. Aber bei der Art von Monstrosität oder Hybridisierung, die mich interessiert, geht es eher um Tiere und Monstren als um Männer und Frauen. Ich könnte genauso zu einem
Insekt oder Ungeziefer werden wie zu einem Mann.

Deine Kunst kümmert sich nicht sehr ums Zeitgenössische.
Ich mag diesen ganzen Internethype nicht, weil er sich so
oberflächlich anfühlt. Wir brauchen kein Bild des Screens. Dafür haben wir ja schon den Screen. Ich interessiere mich mehr
für innere oder psychische Räume – des Körpers, des Gehirns, der Muskeln oder auch der Zeit. Ich möchte, dass meine
Kunst Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft berührt und
glaube nicht, dass es sinnvoll ist, sich nur auf das „Jetzt“ zu
konzentrieren. Ich halte Zeit für genauso kontaminiert oder
krank wie Menschen. Ich lasse mich genauso von den Nonnen inspirieren, die sich gegen die Wikinger auflehnten, wie
vom neuesten Sexroboter-Modell, chirurgischen Innovationen oder meinetwegen Kakerlaken, die Menschen nach Erdbeben retten. Ich suche nach Überlebensgeschichten.

Aus dem Englischen von Thomas Raab

D

REVIEW // Artforum (online) // January 2017

Ist deine Kunst eher eine Interpreation oder eine Ablehnung von
Realität?
Ich hoffe, dass sie die Realität verformt. Das Fantasische
bringt auch eine Wahrheit. Ich glaube, die Fantasie ist das
beste Mittel, um zu erkennen was noch möglich ist.

Ella Plevin ist Stylistin, Autorin und Contributing Editor von
Spike. Er lebt in London.

“I’m as inspired by stories of nuns rebelling against Vikings as I am by the latest sex robot
design or surgical innovations or cockroaches that save people from earthquakes.”

E

voice compare to a man’s, and how are
they different from a bat’s? Frequencies determine who we are as individuals and who we can become.
Gender is often discussed in relation to your
work, and perhaps is over-scrutinised in
general, but you’re not a “woman artist”.
You’re an artist making work through a
woman’s prism. How interested are you in
contemporary identity politics or feminist
discourse?
I’ve never felt fully woman, to be honest. I respect and love that language is
changing around identification and
acknowledging the many complex subject positions. I like to destabilise what
the conception of being a woman
means, which is why I’m drawn to narratives involving women who choose to
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become men or why I might choose to
lower my voice. But the type of monstrousness or hybridisation that I’m
interested in is more about animals and
monsters than male and female. I’m as
likely to become an insect or a bug as I
am to become a man.
Your work certainly isn’t, let’s say, slavishly
enamoured with the contemporary ...
I don’t like this craze for the internet when it feels so surface. We don’t
need a representation of the screen.
We have screens for that. I’m more
interested in interior or psychic spaces
– inside bodies or brains or muscles or
time. I want my work to stretch across
all time. I don’t think it’s useful to be
obsessed with the “now”. I consider
time to be contaminated or diseased,

just like people. I’m as inspired by stories of nuns rebelling against Vikings
as I am by the latest sex-robot design
or surgical innovations or cockroaches
that save people from earthquakes. I
trawl stories about survival. I love it
when you hear them say, “Okay, now
we’ve got it, we’ve figured it all out.”
Would you say your work inter prets or
rejects reality then?
I hope it warps it. There is a plausibility in fantasy. I think the imagination is
our best tool for helping us to see what
is still possible.

Ella Plevin is a stylist and writer, and
contributing editor for Spike. She lives
in London.

p o rt r a i t

MARIANNA SIMNETT: geboren 1986 in Kingston-upon-Thames,
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Collection, London (solo); „Transitional States“, Lincoln, London,
Bologna, Barcelona; „Health Show II, Skin.Cells“, A.I.R. Gallery,
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SPOTLIGHT
HELL FOR BREAKFAST
MARIANNA SIMNETT
IN CONVERSATION
WITH ED FORNIELES

MS

EF

SPOTLIGHT
I’ve been watching Hellraiser everyday for breakfast. I watch a bit before I fall asleep and finish it when I
wake up. It bridges the night and the
day, inviting hell into my world each
morning.
I like the idea of letting hell in over
breakfast, prolonging that nightmare. I’ve also been watching a lot
of horror films over COVID, they feel
oddly cathartic in these times. It’s
comforting to give anxiety a form.
What are the demons in Hellraiser
again?

MS

Cenobites. They are angels of carnal pleasure, they tear humans apart
with chains and hooks. It’s a BDSM
feast of torture and flayed skin. Very
beautiful.

EF

The flayed bodies seared themselves into me when I was a kid. I
like the idea of the Cenobites, they
bridge into our reality, consuming us
to construct their own bodies one
layer at a time. And the world they
come from just feels like it’s either
constructed from our anxieties or
darkest desires.

MS

Right now, hell is around our ankles.
It’s seeping through the cracks on
Earth, creeping into our homes. The
‘80s promised boundless futures,
even optimism. It’s dumb to think
about progress right now. We live
in multiple temporalities and dimensions, and the future has already
collapsed into the present.

EF

We go through cycles of optimism
and...

MS

Pessimism.

EF

Cynicism.

MS

Nihilism.

EF

Skepticism. That is a poignant image, realities coexisting and crashing into each other. One person’s
heaven is another’s hell. These ideologies compete with each other for
resources, for people, making any
one clear sense of a future impossible to imagine or just simply confused. One of the similarities in our
work is around worldbuilding which
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I think is connected to ideas of futures.
MS

EF

Like cockroaches having electrodes
planted into their brains in Blue
Roses (2015). Or my latest project
Covering (2020) which documents a
mare’s resistance to a stallion and
her retaliation against being raped.
I’m steered by my imagination,
which never fails to throw up more
fevered secrets. It’s the most important tool to access our subconscious realm, however dark or nasty
it gets.

EF

The subconscious is real, our desires, anxieties and imaginings are
all very real and it becomes a question of how we draw them out. We
are constantly projecting, constructing our realities through our expectations, running a simulation that
defines a range of what is and isn’t
possible. Messing with shared fiction feels to me an exciting proposition.

EF

MS

EF

intellectual response, but the best
work is visceral, you internalize it,
hold it in your body.

You adopt a cinematic language, but
it is still very real, like your fainting
piece, it’s not faked. You actually do
that. The same is true of the things
that you film. They are a documentation of something real.

MS

MS

MARIANNA SIMNETT

Yes. We share a love of bringing the
fantastic into reality and watching it
unfold.

There are a number of certainties,
like tomorrow is Thursday. But
it’s fun to screw with those. You
shouldn’t assume things are going
to follow just because they did yesterday.
And that’s something we share. To
disrupt expectations, to reframe, to
reflect back. Let’s talk about some
of the responses to your work.
Several people have fainted. Others
have fallen over, cried or been sick.
Faint with Light (2016) can trigger
personal trauma, but it also makes
people laugh and jump up and down
like in a disco.
I like to talk about the work in terms
of affect, you know, how the work
exists primarily in the viewer’s response. I don’t know if it even exists outside of that. You can have an

Covering (brood) (p. 176) Covering (bloodstock) (p. 177, top) Covering (sure thing) (p. 177, bottom), 2020 (stills)
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MS

Visceral, emotional, psychological.
Maybe theoretical, but not only. It’s
got to have all of those levels.

EF

For sure.

MS

Faint with Light is simply composed
of light and breath. Even if you don’t
know I’m fainting, anybody can intuitively recognize there’s something
wrong and pained about the sound
my body is creating. You don’t need
prior information to feel the work
on a physical level. Going deeper, it
could be seen as a rejection of the
swooning female as a symptom of
hysteria. Going deeper still, it is a
response to my grandfather’s story,
who was meant to be shot but fainted during the Holocaust.

EF

That’s another important thing, to
tie in one’s personal experiences
and biography. Because it’s unavoidable. It’s so easy to hide under
the blanket of objectivity within art.
Something I value greatly about your
work is your willingness to put yourself into it and forfeit something.

MS

Likewise, with Cel (2019) you really
went deep. But autobiography can
be troublesome. Do you think someone’s work can be separated from
their personal life and opinions?
Do you think artists should also be
saints?

EF

For me Cel was deeply personal, or
it allowed me to use the personal to
talk about structures that I have felt
shaped by. That work was born out
of a moment where I was forced to
seek help because I entered a period of crisis. The personal becomes
a vital way of talking about the political and to do that fully I don’t think
you can be thinking about appearing
ethically righteous.

MS

My work is being censored right
now by an institution and it’s driving
me insane. There’s a growing atmosphere of fear and constraint. I don’t
even think these gatekeepers have
an opinion of their own. There’s a
fear of getting called out, that even

the slightest provocation gets cancelled or shut down before it’s had
a chance to air.
EF

There is a general fear that representations of violence elicit real violence and that can create a puritanical mindset where a curator takes on
the role of protector. When in reality
the relationship between culture and
reality is anything but literal.

MS

Totally. Clive Barker was grilled on
Open to Question in 1987: “Do you
think it’s right to use explicit violence in your films? Do you not think
that people are going to latch onto
it and try and follow it through?”
And he was like, “What could you
latch onto? I don’t have a body in
the attic that I can raise from the
dead.” Shutting violence in, like any
censorship, is always going to come
out in terrible ways. It’s crazy that
people think that you’re going to immediately repeat that representation
out into the world. If you really are
a psychopath you’re just as likely to
get triggered by fluffy bunnies as demons.

EF

So it becomes about repression. As
I mentioned before, I find horror to
be a cathartic experience. Watching
it holds the possibility of confrontation and release. Cel became a
chance to do this, to confront a kind
of violence and work through it. So
there is a sense that the violent and
the horrific can be seen as a positive, but perhaps it always comes
back to context.

MS

During your roleplays does the performer’s own identity ever merge
with their character?

EF

Yes, in roleplay, we would call that
bleed. Your character bleeds into
your identity. There are two videos
in Cel and one is of the debrief sessions recorded afterwards. You hear
about how people’s experiences immersed in play relates to their pasts
and how they are being affected in
that moment. This interplay between
immersion and a reflective stage is
of vital importance to me. How have
your works affected you afterwards?

MS

I’ve often found myself in dangerous
water. Recently my work has given
me a lot of love. But it’s taken me a

EF

MS

EF

MS

EF

MS

EF

SPOTLIGHT

MS

Right.

long time to get to a point where the
work wouldn’t in some way damage
me. This is like mental health shit.
Are we really talking about this?

EF

What is interesting in your instance
is that there’s this culture and social
discourse that comes up and meets
you and gives you some words.

I think it’s very relevant. Artists often
use their artwork to make sense of
their own lives and to deal with, process or even repeat things. I know
that’s true for me.

MS

It’s helpful. And I’m grateful. But it
can send you into some maddening
places when you have no structure
or role models to grip onto.

EF

Totally. But I think there are always
pockets of people. You know, we’re
all repeating the same thoughts. Everyone has similar impulses. And
that’s what defines groups of people. That’s why queer culture has
done so well. Lots of people have
probably felt very similar things to
you, and it’s helped them to be
drawn to similar places, to find each
other. I found the LARP community,
other people who are interested in
confronting themselves through role
play. It’s a beautiful thing to find others like you.

Art is a language that you form, in
my case, from a young age that is
an equivalent to learning the alphabet or learning an instrument, right?
You become agile at coming up with
ways of manifesting something invisible in your brain, in your psyche,
and putting it out there in the world.
That’s what art is, right? Would you
agree?
Totally, it’s perhaps even on one level a coping mechanism.
But you’re not saying, “Heal me,
Art!” I’m just making stuff because
it’s a language I’ve learned. And at
the same time, yes, there are these
secret devilish wormholes that infest
you, and somehow your work tackles them on your behalf.
And I see that with you and with
many artists. It is largely on a subconscious level, where experiences
and attitudes that define you end
up surfacing again and again in the
work. There are certain themes,
strands and desires that repeat,
even when I’m doing my best to
avoid them.
And the more you make the more
they surface. Some of my work precedes my ability to articulate the
same thing in language. Like identifying as queer. There was no verbal
language to describe how strange
and uncomfortable I felt being inside
a female body. All the while I was
working with fluid genders, sworn
virgins, changing my voice. I didn’t
know I was working through something that would later be given a
whole identity and language.
And the artist can often feel like they
are on this lonely adventure to try
to find language to articulate these
impulses.

MS

EF

MARIANNA SIMNETT
EF

MS

It’s fantastic. Tell me about your associative project.
It’s a series of films, collages and
sculptural works, which I generate
through this free associative state.
They are connected thematically,
aesthetically or conceptually forming large chains of images that cover
a huge amount of ground. Viewing
them is an incredibly soft experience, your brain is instantly gratified, moving from one image to the
next.

MS

So you’re almost using it as a psychoanalytical test.

EF

Not a test, but almost like a practice. It sounds weird, but it feels
healthy. It stops me getting caught
up on one particular thing. You are
forced into a state of movement of
flow whilst making them. It mimics
an online experience, where you are
interacting, negotiating with an algorithm in your search for an image, or
a bit of information.

MS
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It’s quite funny, you are putting your
body through the labor of an algorithmic process. And you are finding
recurring themes and human behaviors. It’s not a frivolous exercise, it’s
psychoanalytical.

Pillow, 2020 (film stills) (pp. 180-183) All images Courtesy: the artist The Bird Game, 2019
(pp. 184-187) (film stills) Courtesy: the artist, FVU, the Rothschild Foundation and Frans Hals Museum
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On one level, it’s personal. On another it’s deeply social. No human
being or brain exists within a vacuum. Every word or association you
use somehow exists in other people. In making the work I’ve become
aware of this desire to find symmetry, an ease of progression from one
image to the next. This impulse is
super powerful, and leads us into
schemas, into schools of aesthetics,
into genres... you can’t help but be
hijacked by them. They end up flowing through you. What about your recent work? I know you’ve been out
filming horses having sex in an organized fashion, not in the wild, but
in a stud.
I’ve been filming horse “coverings.”
The horse breeding industry aligns
with the art market. It’s unregulated. It’s pornographic. It’s greedy.
It’s capitalist. The stallions are kept
in a box and they will fuck hundreds of mares one after the other.
But when I went to film, the mare
wouldn’t fuck. She just wouldn’t do
it. She kicked the stallion in the dick
and it was bleeding. They tied her
leg. They gave her dopamine. They
put soft shoes like Gladiator gloves
on her rear legs to prevent the impact. But even through the drugs,
the tying and the slippers, again she
kicked him in the dick. I’ve got striking documentation of these really
aggressive scenes.

EF

Did he complete?

MS

She didn’t do it. So she becomes
devalued, she’s a ‘problem mare’
because she can’t produce. The
work is a documentation of industrialized reproduction. There are also
close-ups, one of a mare’s vagina
opening and closing, signaling her
readiness to mate, and another after the stallion has ejaculated, but
there’s some spillage.

EF

Cream pie...

MS

... leaking out the penis.

EF

Oh, out of the penis. Okay.

MS

Yeah, not cream pie. But looking at
the horses, it has its own microcosmic capitalistic structure. Even down

to the fact that there are laws around
the latest date that horses can be
bred, otherwise they get unfair advantages in the races if they’re too
old compared to the other horses.
It’s highly controlled.
EF

It’s capitalism and it talks a lot about
how finance and biology, you know,
meet a person’s body.

MS

And all the men with hard hats and
reins. The procedural operation destabilizes what we think of as natural
and organic. I have also been working with roadkill—squirrels, magpies,
pheasants—and made a stop motion
16mm music video for Daniel Blumberg shot on a Bolex. The animals
reanimate after they’re killed by a
car and have an orgy. It’s a Baroque
fantasy.

EF

Nature’s orgy.

MS

Multi-species.

EF

Fucking and sucking.

MS

Queering this idea of monogamy or
the couple, the animals are literally
falling apart in my hands. They’re so
dead, so manky that they become
enmeshed. It’s gorgeous. The bodies are not single entities.

EF

I love that feeling of being enmeshed, connecting sex and death,
of sexy flesh and rotting flesh, of at
last having the chance of becoming
one. ;-/

Interview with Daniel Baumann // Dec 2019
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WATCH THIS FILM ABOUT
BOTOX IN THE LARYNX
TEXT JE SSI C A HE RON- L ANGT ON

ARTIST MARIANNA SIMNETT EXPLAINS HER UNCOMFORTABLE NEW FILM FOR CHANNEL
4'S RANDOM ACTS

Marianna Simnett’s The Needle & The Larynx premiered on Channel 4 on Friday, as part of
their Random Acts. Following a girl, played by Marianna, who gets her voice lowered by a
surgeon, this short clip was inspired by Marianna’s “terrifying urge to transform into something
other,” she explains.
The four-minute and 17-second long clip is filmed as one continuous long shot in excruciating
slow motion. The audience sees Marianna sitting in the surgeon's chair as she gets injected
with botox, a procedure usually reserved for men whose voices stay high after puberty. Narrated
by the surgeon and Marianna, the conversations and the accompanying music, written by
Marianna and Lucinda Chua, reflect the intensity of the procedure which is taking place, with the
music getting louder and the voices becoming more and more distorted as the surgery goes on.
Although we hear the surgery finish, and then hear Marianna speaking about the procedure ‘48
hours later’, we still watch Marianna getting the surgery. The uncomfortableness of this is
intentional: “I’m not interested in making work that pleases people, or to make people feel
comfortable,” Marianna says. “I think comfort is a very dangerous thing that should be avoided."
Can you explain The Needle & The Larynx and the process of making it?
Marianna Simnett: The Needle & The Larynx is about a girl (me) who gets her voice lowered by
a surgeon. To make the film I underwent a procedure usually reserved for men whose voices
stay high after puberty, a rare condition called puberphonia AKA mutational falsetto. You see
me under the hands of a surgeon, his needle penetrating my neck as he injects a dose of Botox
into my larynx, which paralyses my muscle and effectively lowers my voice. Original music was
written by myself and Lucinda Chua. I wanted it to echo the woozy, hypnotic texture of the film,
like a toxic substance worming into your body.

> back to contents

What was the inspiration behind this piece?
Marianna Simnett: A terrifying urge to transform into something other, a fascination with toxins,
a wish to upset thresholds and power structures. The skin protecting my larynx acts as an
interface through which internal and external forces are played out.
What do beauty and identity mean to you, and how does this relationship influence the art you
make?
Marianna Simnett: Real beauty turns you inside out and overtakes your mind. Beauty doesn’t
have a standard or an ideal, it exists outside of that. It confronts fears and toys with desires.
The procedure that took place in this video is one which masculinises a voice, how does this
comment on identity? And do you think this comments on trans identity?
Marianna Simnett: A woman’s voice lies between 165 to 255Hz, a man’s lies between 80 to
180Hz. Before the procedure, mine measured at 194Hz. After the procedure, I was hoarse and
weak. It was very difficult to speak, and the results were far from what I expected. The surgeon
in the film is leading in voice surgery for gender reassignment. I am melting the borders of what
it means to be female. The Needle & The Larynx is a story about transgression and a
celebration of overthrowing the borders of normal.
Why do you manipulate the body in your work?
Marianna Simnett: I believe in the power of transformation, and letting go of a self-important ‘I’.
This means constantly being prepared for things to change but learning how not to get stuck
with the tide. I manipulate bodies, animate internal organs, play different characters and roles.
My work allows me to be whoever I want to be.

S&F: One thing that I noticed in “Blood In My Milk” is a tone of skepticism towards the medical-scientific
enterprise. How did that tone develop?
MS: We submit ourselves to others who are supposed to have the knowledge to cure us from whatever
ailment we think or we’re told that we have. Cuts to the National Health Service in the UK have caused
healthcare resources to radically drop, and quality of care is at stake. This is a pressing issue in the UK
and US, and doctors are often demonized as part of a larger problem.
There is a difference between addressing the global problem of healthcare and working with a doctor
who is an individual person and not just an archetype. I think my work attempts to bridge that gap. I
don’t write the role of a doctor and then get an actor to fill it, I meet a person and incorporate their
idiosyncrasies. Dr. Costello, the voice surgeon in WORST GIFT, is also a professional tenor; Dr. Mark
Whiteleyis a vascular surgeon; Dr. Hong Liang is a robotic enginee; and Emma is a mother and a
farmer—and not just any farmer, that farmer. I get to know them and I interview them about their lives
and professions. In the work, there is this language of genuine care, but also a sense of impending
doom.

How does this work relate to femininity and our perceptions of gender in society?
Marianna Simnett: In the film, I am portrayed as blonde, blue-eyed, wearing a white dress and
black lashes. Girl with a capital G. It follows a tradition of female stereotypes displayed
on screen for erotic impact which also sustains patriarchy. There is something horrifying about
seeing a girl’s neck being probed with a needle held by a latex-covered hand.
What is it about the body that fascinates you so much?
Marianna Simnett: The body is this huge thing we have to carry around but never fully get used
to. I think it’s a false predicament that we have these flesh sacks called bodies. My sense of self
is in a space-time way bigger than just my person… but our bodies fool us into thinking we have
closed borders. I’m into showing a world that’s more fluid.
Putting your body through pain plays an integral part of the work you produce, what is the
relationship between the body, pain and art?
Marianna Simnett: I think pain is inevitable when you are trying to access the underbelly. I make
work about things I find disquieting, and pain is just sometimes a necessary part of discovering
what’s behind the curtain. I don’t think of it as a rule. I just follow whatever is needed in the
moment, with a very uncompromising attitude. Art is a space for me to play out my horrors in an
imaginary environment.
What were you hoping to say/achieve with this piece?
Marianna Simnett: I wanted to live in a state of permanent transition and to dis-identify with
myself. And to get under people’s skin and paralyse them, like the Botox swimming in my brain.
What are you working on next?
Marianna Simnett: I am currently writing the script for a feature-length film, as well as a short
film about sleep. I have just opened solo shows at the New Museum, New York and MMK,
Frankfurt and I am participating in the 6th Athens Biennale. Coming up, I have screenings in
Turin, Barcelona, a solo show at Frans Hals Museum, Amsterdam, a group show at Sadie
Coles, London and a new Radio 3 commission. I’m buying an alto flute as I’d like to develop my
music outside of its existence in the films.

S&F: Can you say more about the language of genuine care and what you mean by that?
MS: There is that sickly sweet, highly trained language of care that sounds genuine but is so procedural
and routine that it might as well be coming from a robot. I get really attracted to that because I’m
like, but do you mean it? Why are we talking like this?

S&F: When you say sickly sweet, I think about bedside manner in which some doctors are trained. Are
you questioning the use of it?
MS: Yeah. I overuse it in the work; there is a lot of that language.
S&F: The technical language that you use also stood out to me.
MS: I mean, if my films weren’t so absurd … [laughs] I don’t think you read my films as truth or an
attempt to discover truth. I explore magical biological systems from a curious perspective. So without
the work being educational or didactic, there is a lot in there that is showing us the way our bodies
work, how we digest things, and what happens on the inside. Like, mastitis. A cow can’t produce milk
unless there is oxytocin; it is the same process that women go through when they breastfeed. I’m not a
scientist but I have intimate knowledge of the nasal cavity and the vascular system—the way blood
moves around the body. I know how to force unconsciousness. I know about mammary glands and milk
ducts and things like that. I know about theories like Wilhelm Fleiss who talked about the homology
between the nose and genitals that comes from Freud’s experiments.

S&F: What sort of research do you undertake for these films?

surgeon will allow me to sit all day long watching him inject patients. I’ll just be note-taking all the time.
Some of it, not a lot, will make its way into the script.
S&F: Have you ever felt the need to have an official scientific advisor?
MS: If I had someone official I don’t think I’d get as far as I do. I have a kind of relentlessness about me. I
won’t stop. Others maybe would. Part of my story is about trying to get past guards, trying to get past
authority.
S&F: How did you meet Dr. Costello, the voice surgeon who is in the film?
MS: I wanted to get my voice lowered and Dr. Costello was recommended. He refused [to do the
procedure], but sent me to his colleague who works with patients undergoing gender reassignment,
who lowered my voice temporarily using Botox.
I always interview people when I meet them just like you’re doing to me, so I interviewed Dr. Costello
and he told me he was a singer, so I asked if I could watch him working in both professions; I went to the
church and I went to the hospital. I made a separate film in 2016 called THE NEEDLE AND THE LARYNX
which documents me changing my voice.

S&F: You wanted to change your voice for research or for the film?

MS: I follow my nose. I get interested in a sensation or feeling—of an udder becoming a phallus and a
nose—and then I discover stories about hysteria and menstruation. I don’t know how I find things; by
asking and reading and drawing. It’s driven out of the characters I find—the people and their stories also
influence the film very much. A lot of the words in “Blood In My Milk” like, “we eat eels every day,” or
“the puppy bit the tape,” or “Brian bored me over dinner,” these are alliterative vocal exercises for
patients with voice disorders. Some of the language [in my work] comes from sitting in the clinic. The
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MS: It was both. I don’t have many divisions between my life and my work.
S&F: Did you always want to act in your films?
MS: I’ve always been very entwined [with my work] even if I’m not physically present in it. I wear my
process on my sleeve. You can see the blood going to my head in one of the films. You can see me

breaking past the guard by cursing him with birds that peck his dick off. I mean, okay, I exaggerate things
but basically I’m describing what happens in my process.
S&F: Watching your installation reminded me of body horror films, like those by David Cronenberg. Are
you a fan?
MS: I love his films. Just pure joy. He theatricalizes the body and pushes it to the point of explosion, and
you really feel it—however artificial. The head explosion in SCANNERS was just a dummy head stuffed
with stringy bits and leftover burgers. The screen enables you to perform excess and unkindness upon
bodies.
S&F: In an unexpected way too, it seems to me.
MS: I have a worm crawl out of my mouth, exploding legs, cockroaches, needles, there is a lot of phobic
imagery in my work.

The piece covers many moods, from sweet and innocent to brutal violations of the body. I think a
museum is the best place for it, actually. I’m working with eery institutions in the films, so it makes
sense to set it in an environment that doesn’t get off scot-free.
S&F: What do you think about the way “Blood In My Milk” is exhibited?
MS: I love the space at the New Museum. The five screens are synchronized, showing multiple
viewpoints of a singular narrative. The red carpet was a deliberate decision because color is really
important in my work—each film has a different palette. One is flesh-like, one is a very horrific, garish
pink, or deep blue. These colors pertain to the language of the body. “Blood In My Milk” needed a
carpet that was going to unite all the works together and not just be a functional, institutional carpet
but was going to start to move beyond that into the space and into the interior spaces of the films
themselves. I wanted it to be the glue. Also, I like people being really comfortable because if you’re
comfortable then you get frightened more easily. And I like to frighten people. If you put people on a
cold, concrete floor, it’s too close to the severity in the films. It’s important to get someone comfortable
before addressing a difficult subject.
“Blood In My Milk” is on view at the New Museum of Contemporary Art in Manhattan through January
6, 2019. The exhibition is curated by Helga Christoffersen, Associate Curator at the New Museum.
Marianna Simnett lives and works in London. Her work has been shown by galleries including Seventeen
Gallery and Whitechapen Gallery, at the 2018 Athens Biennial, the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis,
and the Bergen Kunsthall in Norway. She has forthcoming shows at the Museum für Modern Kunst in
Frankfurt and at E-Werk in Freiburg, Germany. For more, read our write-up of her short film THE
UDDER.

S&F: How do you feel about the work being installed in a museum setting, where people can walk in and
out?
MS: Oh that’s good; I designed it so people can walk in and out. It’s not good for everyone’s stomachs.
I’ve watched a lot of people walk out on the same scene, which is this pretty standard endoscopic
footage of a turbinectomy [the official name], and ten people at a time walk out. I understand. It would
be mean to trap them in there and lock the door.
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The London-based artist in
conversation with the director
of Nottingham Contemporary.
They talk about chaos,
performance, the Botox industry,
fable and disappearing acts.

of research. I’m a firm believer in research being everywhere, meaning that it’s experiential as well as cerebral. I felt like I couldn’t start
talking about any of this until I understood what it was like to go
through the process myself. I knew I was going to have to live with
the effects for two or three months. I wrote a fable that was basically
an exaggeration of what was really going on in my life at the time,
mixing together different languages: documentary, Grimm’s fable,
historical. The film essentially journeys through my own process.
ST

SAM THORNE

I was recently watching a YouTube playlist that you made.
It jumps from the dance scene in Metropolis (1927) to a woman lip-syncing to Busta Rhymes, from heads exploding in David
Cronenberg’s Scanners (1981) to Björk talking about her TV to
Mike Tyson biting off Evander Holyfield’s ear. Somehow it’s a
wonderfully succinct compilation of your interests.

It opens with this line saying, “One time, the girl went to the
surgeon and said, ‘Surgeon, make my voice low, so that it trembles
with the Earth, and is closer to those groans outside that keep me
turning in the night.’” The title is totally Aesop. Somehow it made
me think of the Needle and the Larynx as star-crossed lovers.

MARIANNA SIMNETT

MARIANNA SIMNETT IN
CONVERSATION WITH SAM THORNE

ACTS

OF

Cronenberg’s early works have been a big influence on me.
I love pre-CGI psychological and biological horror films. I’m often
drawn to narratives where there ’s a threshold-upset between a body
and its surroundings. The Busta Rhymes clip is actually a singer and
rapper friend of mine, with my goddaughter sitting on her lap.
ST

Ha!

MS

There ’s always a personal element that I’m drawn to. And, in
that clip, there ’s the surprise of the lyrics coming out of her mouth.
With Tyson and Holyfield, there ’s this kind of chaos, which has no
rational or causal explanation. Things explode and there ’s no place
to go but out.
ST

Let’s talk about The Needle and the Larynx, a short film you
made in 2016. It’s connected to the Botox industry, but all kinds of
other things erupt.
MS

Before I had any idea that it was going to end up as an art
piece, I had this terrifying urge to lower my voice.
ST

Why did you want to lower your voice?

MS

DISAPPEARANCE

I knew about Margaret Thatcher coaching herself to have
more gravitas by emulating masculinity, and was aware of all that
bad feminism—the ways one might “lower” oneself in order to
gain power. But this was more a preoccupation with tweaking and
adjusting myself, by just a semitone. I wanted to do something
invisible, that wouldn’t be monstrous but which would adjust me
ever so slightly, and then forever take me off in a new direction.
After a period spent freaking myself out watching YouTube
videos of open-neck surgery, I was introduced to one of the leading
voice surgeons for gender reassignment. He was as understanding
as he was suspicious: “So you subject yourself to things. Why do
you do that?” He talked me through possible procedures, and finally
came up with the solution: using Botox to temporarily lower my
voice, in a similar way to how you would tune a string instrument.
Botox would paralyze the muscle, which would then lower my vocal
cords. This procedure would more commonly be used by men, who
might have stayed with a higher-pitched voice even after puberty.
Botulism was originally discovered via food poisoning in
the nineteenth century. People would eat badly cooked meats or
badly preserved beans, and the symptoms would be drooping eyes,
paralysis, and so on. It would nearly always result in death. But later
it got harnessed, filtered, and distilled, and eventually became what
we now know as botulinum toxin, which is used for cosmetic and
medical purposes. It literally disconnects the brain from the muscles. So it can paralyze facial movements, help with Parkinson’s
disease, spasmodic muscle disorders—various instances where the
body can’t control its movements.
ST

How did these lines of inquiry lead you to making The Needle
and the Larynx?
MS
The Udder (stills), 2014. Courtesy: the artist and Jerwood/FVU Awards
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The Needle and the Larynx is both a work in itself and a form

Faint with Light, 2016, Lies installation views
at Seventeen, New York, 2016. Courtesy: the
artist and Seventeen, London / New York. Photo:
Gregory Carideo

Marianna Simnett is an artist based in London. Her work spans video, performance, installation and drawing, with a focus on bodies and their limits. She was a
winner of the Jerwood/FVU Award in 2015, and had recent solo exhibitions and
screenings at Seventeen and Serpentine Galleries. Forthcoming work includes a
solo show at Matt’s Gallery in September and a musical film to be produced by
Film and Video Umbrella.
Sam Thorne is director of Nottingham Contemporary. He is a contributing editor
and columnist at Frieze. His book, School: A Recent History of Self-Organized Art
Education (Sternberg Press), is published in March 2017. Forthcoming exhibitions
at Nottingham Contemporary include solo shows with Lara Favaretto and Wu
Tsang. Thorne has also co-curated the exhibitions That Continuous Thing: Artists &
the Ceramics Studio, 1920–Today at Tate St Ives, and As Above, So Below, a survey
of art and spiritualism, at IMMA, Dublin, both of which open in April.
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Above - Faint with Light, 2016. Documentation of the artist fainting at Factory UK, London, 2016. Courtesy: the artist
Opposite, top - The Needle and the Larynx, 2016, Lies installation view at Seventeen, New York, 2016.
Courtesy: the artist and Seventeen, London / New York. Photo: Gregory Carideo
Opposite, bottom - The Needle and the Larynx (still), 2016. Courtesy: the artist; Serpentine Galleries, London; Seventeen, London / New York
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Blue Roses (stills), 2015. Courtesy: the artist and Comar, Tobermory
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MS

Aesop was by my bedside growing up as a kid; it’s ingrained
in my thinking. I’m interested in activity and passivity. If there’s a
needle in the larynx it’s obviously an invasive procedure, but it’s a
kind of love story, too. If you take away the identity of the person
it’s being done to, the body part is isolated. It becomes more about
the procedure, the operation, and less about the person who is having it done.
ST

We’ve talked before about Marina Warner, particularly her
writing on fairy tales.

you’re doing seems to me much more about the procedural, the
operational. As the surgeon said to you, “You subject yourself to
things.” This is an entirely different kind of self-subjection compared to the endurance-based works of forty-plus years ago.
MS

It certainly is. I think it’s because of our relationship with
technology. The 1970s were about embodiment and trusting that the
body is there. I’m talking from within a place that feels like I’m doing these acts of disappearance.
ST

MS

Warner talks about heroic optimism, about how fairy tales
are known for their happy endings but quickly move into gallows
humor. She once wrote: “The more one knows fairy tales, the less
fantastical they appear; they can be vehicles of the grimmest realism, expressing hope against all the odds with gritted teeth.” There’s
something about the ability of fairy tales to be retold and reframed
throughout history, rather than getting usurped by other models.
ST

Let’s talk about the role of music, and by extension collaboration, in your work. It’s very considered. You’ve used, to give just
two examples, a piece by Henry Purcell as well as a cello-cum-mosquito work by Oliver Coates.
MS

Music and sound are very important to me. I grew up
schooled in a musical theater environment, and at home with quite
disciplined piano and flute playing. So I’ve always tended toward it,
even though I never chose it as a primary preoccupation within my
work. I use music in different ways.
Purcell wrote the Music for the Funeral of Queen Mary in
1695. I’m interested in the exuberance of Baroque music. I used
that particular piece in The Needle and the Larynx to switch time
and era, and to talk about a funeral in which the friends of the deceased also die. So there was an act of collaging. While I wanted
something that would evoke a canonical piece that people would
semi-know, I also wanted to stitch these different deaths together.
The Oliver Coates thing you described as a mosquito is actually a
cover of a Squarepusher track on the cello. It’s got this metronomic
ooziness—it almost relates to Botox.
ST

It feels like what’s also at stake here is how sound can be
transposed from one instrument to another, or morph one era into
another. It’s about the transformational qualities of the sonic.
MS

Absolutely. I see the whole film almost as piece of music.
For the score I worked with Lucinda Chua, who I’ve known for
ten years. It starts with the Oliver Coates, and the rest is all written in the same key signature, taking pretty similar melodies, but
slowing it right down and warping it. I’ll start with a basic composition, write the lyrics, and then hand it over to Lucinda, who deconstructs what I’ve done, while sticking to the structure and the words.
She will “cover” it, in effect, and then we’ll pass it back and forth
until it fits.
ST

That process of sound recording is actually visualized in
your piece Faint with Light (2016), in which your own gasping is
rendered as volume bars. You somehow become the visualization of
music playback.
MS

Faint with Light is different because it’s a pure extraction
of a state, a state of me losing my position, literally falling over.
The sound is of me hyperventilating until I make myself faint, repeatedly. The air in my lungs expels, making a violent and erotic-sounding groan at the point of unconsciousness. I recorded it in
a sound studio filled with beanbags, mic’d up at every level to capture each position of my collapsing body. Faint with Light is about
sound, not music, and there’s a big difference in the way that each
one is employed.
ST

Watching you undergo the Botox procedure obviously put
me in mind of early 1970s endurance works by artists like Marina
Abramovic´, and also Chris Burden’s piece Shoot (1971). But what

Blood (stills), 2015. Courtesy: the artist and Jerwood/FVU Awards
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How do you mean “acts of disappearance”?

MS

In Faint with Light, quite literally losing consciousness.
In The Needle and the Larynx there’s a dropping of energy, a kind
of lowering. Everything is moving down all the time. It’s related to
inertia, or stasis, or not being able to do. But what do you mean by
“procedural”?
ST

In Burden’s early work there’s a DIY feeling of two friends
hanging out in some garage, doing something stupid together.
But the way you went about The Needle and the Larynx involved a
lot of research, a lot of fascinating and dark conversations with surgeons. It’s also involved submitting yourself to an industry, which is
a distance away from friends in a studio, playing with fire.
MS

Though Faint with Light was pretty much exactly that! I was
really interested in one piece leading to the next: one being about
being active on my part, forcing myself to go through something,
and then the massive contrast between that and the operation, which
is about submission and passivity. But there’s also my poise in The
Needle and the Larynx, which is both passive and resilient at the
same time. It’s a give and take.
ST

“Poise” is the right word. Let’s talk about your role, pose or
poise within all this. You’re undoubtedly going through it yourself,
yet there’s also a sense of performance.
MS

To be perfectly honest, I make the actions so difficult, I don’t
really need to “perform.” I was genuinely frightened in The Needle
and the Larynx: my eyes are massive! I didn’t speak because I was
filming at quarter speed so the sound and image would not be in
sync. But it’s performance in the sense that I’ll heighten things very
slightly. I’ll make the eyes a little bit bluer, and make the hair a little
bit blonder, and wear a white dress. That just talks about femininity
in relation to a procedure that is usually done for men.
ST

I’m curious about the roles of labor, of activity and inactivity, within your practice. In Blue Roses (2015), the first words in the
film are a demand: “When can I go back to work?”
MS

That question was taken straight from the Q&A section of
a varicose vein website, indicating that it’s a quick procedure. A lot
of the script for Blue Roses was taken from the language of private
health care. I was struck by how it’s allowed to advertise itself using
a very different language to the National Health Service.
ST
MS

What’s the difference?

It’s allowed to be more cheesy and pushy, since it’s about
the money. It’s sickening and weird. I’m really concerned about
how we are having to patch ourselves up, fix ourselves, in order to
go straight back to work. It’s similar to the mindfulness industry.
These options are always there to provide you with a new energy,
one that is framed as being for yourself, but is actually for the functioning of the workplace.
The language of doctors is also fascinating because it’s got
this simultaneous care and distance. Every action has been perfectly
measured. Even when I am playing a role, I still get a sense of assurance that it’s only a procedure and nothing is going to go wrong.
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Marianna Simnett, The Needle and the Larynx (2016),
installation view. Photo credit: Gregory Carideo.
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HOLD ME CLOSER,
CYBERDANCER
text MARIANNA SIMNETT

Murder on the dancefloor: one woman’s dreams of taking flight on stage collide with painful
reality in a body-dysmorphic ballet of nightmarish proportions
On a cold October morning in the dance studio, Fatima is floundering.
Go on, Fatty! Bend your knee. Extend. Jump. And twirl! They’re all
gonna laugh at you! Down, down, poor Fatima falls, on to the cruel,
hard floor. Clumsy fool. Get up, Fatty, you can do it. Mistakes have never
been part of her act.
Fatima loves dance more than life itself. She takes great pleasure in the strict diets, eating disorders, ice packs, pain, cramps, cuts,
relentless sewing (chewing through three pairs of pumps a week),
rehearsing, stretching, stressing, memorising, lack of socialising, torn
hamstrings, sprained ankles and broken toes. Dance is hers and hers
alone. Nobody supports her dream. Her mother, pure poison, has not
once been to see her perform. Her father, a raging drunk, slurs each
evening, mainly to himself, C’mon, baby, never too late to
start over. Her dance mates bullied her and, one by one,
they married off, got real jobs, babies. But Fatima
always resisted, always persisted.
“Who is anybody besides me to say what
I should do with my life? I’m an individual.
I have a dream, and I should be able to
pursue my dream.”
But on this day, something is terribly wrong. Her limbs do not work the
way they should. Her muscles are tight
and her joints are frozen. Her head is
heavy and her vision blurry. When she
tries to spin, she falls. When she tries to
jump, she lands with a thump on her butt.
A spasm shoots up her leg. Dizzily, Fatima
drags herself to the mirror and discovers
a frightful surprise.
“Oh my!”
Reflected back is a ballerina’s nightmare.
Hunched spine, red eyes, sallow skin, ankles like
swollen trunks. Her swan neck has fused to her shoulders, out of which protrude stubby arms covered in eczema.
When she tries to raise her head, scythes of pain sear through her.
Before she can scream, an invisible hand hauls her out of the studio and
on to the street like a bad dog on a lead. Autumn sun shines bright.
On the bus home, she notices the others. Vacant, bloodshot eyes
stare out of dark hollows, on heads rolled forward, propped up by sticks
and elastic bands on bent spines. The passengers whisper, “You belong
to Cyber, Fatima. It’s too late. Your body is ours now, Fatima.”
She reaches to her phone for help. Sponsored ad: Read your
favourite book in under five minutes with our lightning-speed audio
feature! Blinkist. The format that fits your life. Recommended: How
I Rebooted My Career, by Mel Chance. Blinket: a piece of cloth large
enough to cover a dwarf’s body. Freaks. Precode. Postcode. Too brutal,
too grotesque, too startling, too explicit, disability, irregularity,
malformation, exploitation. Back lumps, massage chairs, counteract,
counterbalance, counterpoise, porpoise, purpose…
When Fatima reaches her stop, it is already night-time.
“Why is it so dark? It’s only four stops.”
At home she sinks into her favourite chair. That’s it Fatty,
easy now. Her body melts and she at last feels comfortable for the first
time that day. Switching on her laptop, she watches clips of her favourite
dancers, and feels her own body moving with them.
“Oh Misty, I want to be a bird just like you. I’ll never give up. Never
ever. Dance is my everything, dance is my weapon.”
TELLING IT LIKE IT ISN’T

When she awakes, Maya Plisetskaya is onscreen as a dying swan,
but she keeps refusing to die. Each time the music stops, and we think
she is dead, her little wing ripples and shoots up, and the audience
applauds. At once, Fatima knows what has to be done.
Each time she looks at a screen, she gets stuck in the same position
for hours without realising. Soon she will be all jelly, a pool of flesh
lapping at her own feet. The show is only a week away and Fatima
must move fast.
“They’ll never take me away. I’ll dance in my sleep if I have to.”
And so she does, for sleep is her secret. Cyber by day, dancer by
night. She prepares her body, fighting each day’s toll of inertia by bandaging her bones into their proper shape. Taking a knife, she slices off
the lump growing out the back of her neck and stitches herself
back together so she can fit into her costume. She has
sewn it herself, a sequinned bird with blood dripping
from its beak. A wannabe swan that’s more cormorant, a raven of the sea with hunched devil
wings. She has sliced her ankles down to her
bones to remove the flab around her feet.
Her smile, oh, her smile hasn’t changed
one bit. They can never take that beam
away from her; she couldn’t wipe it off if
she tried. She feels beautiful, costume
and skin stitched together as one.
On the night of the show, Fatima
is weary but high. Half her f lesh has
been sheared away and she moves with
great pain and difficulty. Her eyes have
sunk far back into her head. Her toes are
all broken, but she is by now used to the
feeling of crushed bones. She squishes her
mangled feet into her pumps, walks out of the
wings and, smiling, leaps into the light.
The shadowy shape of her father sits to the left
of a lumpen lady, her mother, who has for the first time
come to watch her dance. Ruthie, Becky, her former classmates,
aunties, uncles, they are all there too. Miss Sharp, a dance teacher
who used to hold a lighter under her leg until it was on fire; Miss Maple,
who repeatedly told her she was fat. They are all chanting: You’re not
going to make it, Fatima! Big fat Fatima! Fatty fatty Fatima!
Black sequins and beads of blood glitter in front of the expectant
crowd. Music begins. Fatima lifts her blackened eyes to meet theirs.
Go on, Fatty. Kick. Hop. Jump. Twirl! Fatima twirls, and a piece of costume rips from her side, tearing with it a large chunk of flesh covering
her ribcage. Fatima smiles at her astonished audience. Loosening the
bandage which has been forcing her neck upright, her head rolls off
into her hands, which she presents as a gift to the crowd.
“Oh Mummy, I’m so happy you came.”
With a tap of her foot, a heavy chain drops by her side. Fatima
hooks the end through her open ribcage, and is lifted violently into the
air. Her eviscerated corpse twirls above the horror-stricken heads as
she flaps her little undying wing.
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